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— News In Brief
Some Kentuckians eligible for
medical payments by Medicaid
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A change in federal law will make several thousand low-income, elderly Kentuckians eligible to have some
of their Medicare costs paid by Medicaid under new federal legislation,
the state said Monday.
Medicaid, a state-federal assistance program for the poor, will pay
the cost of premiums, coinsurance and deductibles of Medicare, the
federally funded health insurance program for the elderly„._the state
bepartrnent for Medicaid Services said in a news release.
The change will cost Kentucky's Medicaid program an estimated
$5.1 million through June 30, the end of the fiscal year, and an estimated 5,000 Kentuckians will be eligible.
There is no firm estimate of the number that will be eligible in fiscal
1990, but the department budgeted $9.4 million, the release said.
Under the new federal guidelines, Kentuckians must be receiving
Medicare hospitalization benefits to qualify.
Their income must be at or below the federal poverty level — $429
per month for an individual and $568 per month for a family of two.
Other financial resources, such as bank accounts and certificates of
deposit, must be no more than $4,000 for one person and $6,000 for
two people.

Elsewhere
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON -- George Bush is polishing his inaugural address,
trying to make it shorter, while the Senate opens the first confirmation
hearing for his Cabinet and the capital rehearses ceremonies marking
the change of power at the White House.
WASHINGTON — James A. Baker III may have few concrete
answers on the incoming Bush administration's foreign pOlicy plans
when the Senate Foreign Relations Committee begins confirmation
hearings today on his appointment to be the nation's 61st secretary of
state.
WASHINGTON — A new president with an old problem, George
Bush knows of no swift stroke that would free the American hostages
in Lebanon — but he also knows that a signal to Iran could help.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan pulled a rabbit out of his hat
by bringing his proposed 1990 budget in under the Gramm-Rudman
law's deficit ceiling, but George Bush will be wrestling with a larger,
less cooperative rabbit when he prepares his own spending plan.
MIAMI — A mob of 75 people burned cars and threw rocks at
police after the officers fired at two suspects on a motorcycle that
crashed into another vehicle, killing one and injuring a passenger,
authorities said.
LONG BEACH, Calif. — An off-duty black policeman's boss says
the officer was asking for trouble in a confrontation with a white officer who apparently shoved the black officer through a window while a
television crew was filming.
SAN FRANCISCO — Stuttering and another speech impediment,
once thought to be psychological, have beeh linked to brain abnormalities by scientists who hope to understand many disorders by making
3-D videotapes of the brain in action.
MONTEREY, Calif. — Doctors have long recognized the power of
female sex hormones to keep women's hearts healthy, but now there is
evidence that men's sex hormones may be good for their hearts, as
well.
ACROSS THE NATION — January usually means harsh winds,
freezing temperatures and lots of snow. But this year, snowfall for
much of the nation is below normal and temperatures are above
normal.
WARSAW, Poland — Communist leaders, anxiously debate
whether to reinstate Solidarity after party leader Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski cautiously urges a new approach to the banned labor movement
so the distressed economy can be saved.
WASHINGTON — A sudden Soviet willingness to consider making good on bonds issued by Russia's czarist government is spurring
interest in the obscure securities, which long ranked as the financial
world's equivalent of a deed to the Brooklyn Bridge.
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Ford and McConnell divided on spending reform
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Sens. Mitch McConnell and Wendell Ford of Kentucky seem to epitomize the division in Congress
over campaign spending reform.
Ford, a Democrat, favors overall
spending limits in congressional
campaigns and is willing to support
public financing for those same
elections_ McConnell, a -Republican, isn't.
"That's off the table," McConnell said during a recent interview
with The Kentucky Post of Covington. He promises a Republican filibuster to block any such legislation, similar to the one McConnell
led in 1987 to kill legislation
drafted, in part, by Ford.
It appears that McConnell, chair-

man of a task force of Republican
senators considering federal election campaign reform, already is
arming for the fray.
But Ford is chairman of the
Rules Committee, where all campaign reform measures must pass
before going to the full Senate.
One key dividing point is what
MAU about poli-tic-al attim
mittees. The committees collect
contributions from people of particular interest groups and distribute
it to candidates.
The effect is to concentrate the
influence- of whatever interest a
given committee represents, from
bankers to labor unions.
((tont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Members of Congress Will receive a
$45,500 pay raise this year if lawmakers follow President Reagan's
recommendations, while a recently
hired government typist would
-bring home just $250 more.
The third-ranking official in the
Commerce Department or another
Cabinei agency would get a
-$42,500 raise, but a career federal
specialist in the food stall program would receive an increase of
$682.

And while a politically
appointed agency bureau director
would receive a S39,500 increase, a
Mid-level manager in the Civil Service system would only receive
$1,263.
The pay proposals in President
Reagan's budget are_ noteworthy
for their disparity. There would he
50 percent increases for Congress.
top political appointees and federal
judges: 16.5 percent for many
junior career e.xecutves; 3.6 percent
for 2.1 million military personnel,

Sen. Mitch McConnell

and just 2 percent. for the 2.5
million-strong Civil Service work
force.
In addition, Reagan has proposed
a one-year'freeze in cost-of-living
adjustments for. military and civilian retirees.
The 50 percent .raises for 2,4qS
peo_ple — lawmakers, judges -and
top executive branch personnel -would go into effect on Feb.
unless both houses of Congress
defeat the proposal. House leaders
have indicated there will he no vote

in the charnbc
gon-act;on that
top raises autorUnder the nroF.,
lawmakers' pa
5135,000 from the c..rrei.t •
Lawmakers supporting the
raise have said if the incre Ise
through, thc wifl,21‘e ..p
to earn outside i*ic.•orr,e. ct
speaking fees.
Representatives o' :he co
(Cont'd on page ?)
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Wilkinson's
remarks draw
criticism from
legislators

News and production staff members of the Murray Ledger & Times
listen as Mycro-Tek systems trainer Jan Fischer covers the details of
how to use the newspaper's new computers above. Below, Mycro-Tek
field engineers Dale Aspedon and John Dye made the transition from
the old terminals to the new ones in the newsroom. The new computers will bring new typefaces and styles to the newspaper.

New system
implemented
by newspaper
Beginning today the Murray
Ledger & Times will be implementing an upgraded Mycro-Tek
Mycro Comp Series 3000 editorial
and advertsing computer system
designed to provide state-of-the-art
capabilities for the newspaper.
The advanced operation allows
for skillfully integrating world
news, local events, features and
advertising to create a complete
information medium.
The new Mycro Comp Series
3000 newspaper system uses a
microprocess-based text editing
and ad production publishing .systern that integrates the entire publishing effort — from editorial to
classified ad make-up and costing
to data reporting.
The new editorial terminals contain two hard disk storage drives
providing for automatic back-up of
files and great speed and data-

LAKE LEVELS
355.3
355.3

Sen. Wendell Ford,'

Reagan's pay proposal notes disparity

Tonight: Mostly clear. Low in
the mid to upper 30s. South
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy
and mild. High 50 to 55.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday calls
for partly cloudy conditions
with highs in the mid-30s.

Kentucky
Barkley

35 CF:\Ts

Stan photos by David Tack

(Coon'oa page 2)

\
BOWLING GRIIN, N.
— Gov. Wallace Wkinson '
drawn criticism 'r ,r•..] W;rr,
County lawmakers !or r,2,7,,irk s
made to a local
'The governor ils
mon sense ... nu ic
lice it very well.Ras Smith. D-Bov,.:0, 6rcen.
In a speech at he Bowl
Green-Warren Coun!\ Chamber
Commerce annual dinner Hd
Wilkinson said the ogisslatliro
not use common sense :n
his initiatives on the \tit('
and education reforn-i. •
That criticistn has
damaged Wilkinson's air-cad\ rok
y relationship with the legislat::rc.
Smith said.
"It makes it awfully difficult H
work with him." Smith said. ";\
legislators. we respect the office (‘
governor and we e\pect him 10
respect US when he comes to t)or
home turf. It looked like the L:oyernor didn't have any respect
us.''
Democratic Sen. Nick Keoghs
said Wilkinson's comments were
confrontational
a nil
counterproducti‘e.
"It sounds like he'd rather !ight
than win as far as the legislature is
concerned," Kafoglis said.
Wilkinson also critici/ed the
1988 General Assembly for deleting money from the budget for his
education programs and construction of new high-tech vocational
schools.
Kafoglis called the comments
inaccurate.
"The governor t'alked. as if he
put in the money and we took it out
when in fact it was Just the cppo•
site," Kafoglis said.
Wilkinson also blasted the legislature for not allocating state lottery proceeds this year, saying the
money should he spent immediately to reduce Kentucky's infant

(Coard oa page 2)
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aennifer Jarrett to
travel to China as
CIEE representative
•

Jennifer Jarrett, Route 5, Murray, has been selected to study in
China as a representative of the
Council on International Educational Exchange
Jarrett, a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
currently a junior at Georgetown
University in Washington, D.C.,
will be studying at Nanjing
University in Nanjing, China.
She applied through the International Office at Georgetown. She
then had to write essays, take an
oral and written language profientcy, fill out a general education application and possess a
good knowledge of Chinese affairs.
"I am interested in seeing the
inner workings of a Socialist
government," Jarrett said. "I also
look forward to experiencing a
culture thousands of years old that
is so different from anything I've
ever experienced."
She is a little nervous about the
Anguage, however. She said she
took Chinese at Georgetown for

two years, but learned only one
dialect. There are five different
Chinese dialects."
The difference in dialects is not
like hearing an American northern or a southern accent," Jarrett said "It is more like hearing
one person speaking Spanish and
another person speaking French."
While in Nanjing, she will be living in an international house with
one Chinese roommate and one
foreign roommate. Living in an international house will not be new
since she has lived in one for twoand-a-half years at Georgetown.
What will be new is that she will be
the foreign student this time. She
has talked to foreign students .at
Georgetown who have gone
through some of the same things
she will be experiencing, such as
culture shock, language barriers,
and so on.
She will attend classes 4-5 hours
a day. Three of her classes will be
language classes while the fourth
one will be a Chinese culture class.
She said she is looking forward to

Jennifer Jarrett
To represent
Kentucky in China
the culture class because it will
give her the chance to visit places
and shrines that she has only read
about.
She leaves for Nanjing Jan. 18
and is scheduled to return April 6.
She has the option of staying a little longer to travel, an option she
may exercise. She said it would be
a great opportunity and she might
not get the chance to travel again
for quite a while.
She is the daughter of Odell and
Gladys Jarrett.

Details of Gov. Wilkinson's trip
to Europe last year are detailed
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's 10-day trip to
Etirb-p-e tag year irickid-ed-Iiieetings
with his former business partner,
plus free meals and hotel rooms, a
newspaper reported.
But neither the governor "nor
anybody on his behalf worked for
one second for Wallace's personal
benefit,- said Danny Briscoe, a
Wilkinson intimate who accompanied the governor at his .own
expense.
The report was contained in
Monday's Lexington Herald Leader.
Wilkinson's trip, which began
Sept. 23, was announced by his
office as being for final talks on a
plan to expand the General Tire
Co. plant in Mayfield. General

Tire's parent company is m Ilano‘er, West Germany
The official news release said
Wilkinson and his party also were
scheduled to visit Italy for talks on
Kentucky coal and farm products.
The release said Cabinet Secretary
Richard "Smitty" Taylor and state
Budget Director Kevin Inblc were
traveling with Wilkinson.
Briscoe called The Associated
Press that-flay to say he'also was
going, but at his own expense. The
release did not mention Wilkinson
aide Glenn Riggs, Lexington
businessman Arthur Nicholson and
two state troopers, who also went
along.
The newspaper said the group
went first to Italy, where they were
met by Sergio Colombo, who was

Wilkinson's partner in the wood
The group, minusNicholson, ended the trip in West
Germany.
In Parma, the group spent two
days meeting with government and
tourism officials. Before leaving,
Wilkinson and Beniamino Ciotti,
president of the Banca del Monte
di Parma, signed an agreement "to
explore various collaborative
efforts" in agriculture and
technology.
Ciotti's bank paid for the
group's hotel rooms and most of its
meals, the newspaper said, citing
state expense reports,
Doug Alexander, Wilkinson's
press secretary, said the HeraldLeader was "trying to make a
mountain out of a molehill."
_
Vellea business.

IF YOU'RE OVER 50
THIS MAY BE OF IMPORTANCE.
CATARACTS CAN NEEDLESSLY ROB
YOU OF PRECIOUS MEMORIES.

(Coard tram page 1)
An individual can give a congressional candidate S1,000 per
election; a political action committee can give the same candidate as
much as S10,000. The committees
tilt their donations toward incumbents, making it difficult for challengers to match a congressman's
campaign dollar for dollar.
McConnell stands by his earlier
calls for a ban on political action
committee contributions.
"I had a bill last time to do that,
and I had only 15 co-sponsors. My
guess is that I would get twice that
number this year," McConnell
said.
Should an outright ban fail,
McConnell sees sufficient support
in the Senate to further restrain
political action committee spending
— a compromise he would be willing to back.
McConnell said the committees
serve "no particular purpose"
other than nearly to guarantee reelection for House incumbents. In
the last election more than 98 percent of House incumbents seeking
re-election were victorious.
"Political action committees.
have made the House sort of like
the House of Lords," McConnell
said, referring to the British legislative body in which membership
is a birthright.
Federal Election Commission
records show that winning House
candidates in November received
45 percent of their money from
political action committees, while
winning Senate candidates gathered
26 percent of their contributions
from the committees.
Ford is open to tighter restrictions on the giving of political
action committees, but he opposes
a ban on it. The thrust of the campaign spending limits he supported
in the past session of Congress
dealt not with political action committee donations but with overall
spending.
Ford had became heavily
involved in the debate over federal
election campaign reform when he
helped re-work legislation drafted
by Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., and Sen. David
Boren, D-Okla.
Hoping to build support for the
Byrd -Boren bill, Ford helped revise
it, stripping a congressional candidate's public financing from 80
percent to 40 percent in the general
election.

Three to seek
local offices
Roger D. Colson, Almo, and Rex
Camp, Murray, have filed for the
office of Calloway County jailer,
according to Ray Coursey of the
Calloway County Clerk's office.
Max A. Parrish has filed for the
office of Constable of District No.
3, he added.
The filing deadline is Jan. 23, for
the four-year county offices of coroner, judge-executive, county
clerk, county attorney, sheriff, jailer, property valuation administrator
and the four county magistrates.
The filing deadline for city
offices is Feb. 22.

New system...
(Cont'd from page I)
handling capabilities.
The advertising department will
find greater ease in the design and
production of local clients'
advertsing.
Future accessibility to varying
typefaces and styles are also envisioned as a result of the new
system.

GINNIE MAE:
Graduated Payment

The team of Boyle Eye Clinic will provide FREE
Cataract Screening. Wednesday,January 18th.
11 a.m.(ii 3 p.m.

Senior Citizen Center Hazel, Ky.

10.05%
They guarantee income payments
every month. Plus peace of mind
every day because they're backed
by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. Government. Call me today
for details.

David Lane
520 Main St
National Hotel
753.7401
•

The Boyle Eve Clink
Providing Quality HigVechnologY
Eye Care in Mayfield. Kentucky
1-800-4211()YLE
1-800-422-6953

SI' Edward
D. Jones & Co.
Member New York Stock Excimase. Inc
sad Securities Protection Corporation
Effective date Jan. 17, 1089

1
•TtirliAt.4 Y.14 .tNI ;NMA standt.ts
,
bond yield tab' and corporate Pond equivalency Pea
ed on pools put performance which WPU. euntecl
rnark•I fluctuations and not guaranteed offices tn.
above potential

Remarks...

Overbey says
he will work
hard on PSC

(Cont'd from page 1)
mortality rate.
The governor proposed using lottery proceeds for funding a bonus
According to an article in Monfor Vietnam veterans, senior citiday's edition of the Louisville
zens' programs and early childhood
Courier-Journal, when Gov. Waldevelopment programs.
lace Wilkinson appointed Murray
"If he thinks he can save babies'
attorney Ed Overbey as chairman
lives, he ought to do that with the
surplus he talked about," Kafoglis . of the Public Service Commission
in November, the board's utilitysaid.
regulation experience dropped
Wilkinson said the state will
considerably.
have a $45 million surplus at the
Unlike outgoing chairman
end of the fiscal year.
Richard
Heman who had 27 years'
Democratic Rep. Jody Richards
experience on the commission staff
criticized Wilkinson, saying the
before his appointment in 1984,
governor used the chamber dinner
Overbey is a newcomer to utility
as a forum for negative remarks.
regulation and 'policy.
"It's inappropriate for the goverThe three-member commission
nor to come in and cast a pall over
approves rates and regulates activiit with those kinds of" bitter
ties of Kentucky's electric, gas,
remarks, he said.
telephone
and water utilities. With
Richards said he received calls
about 130 employees and a budget
from legislators during the
weekend who asked for details of of approximatgy S5.2 million, the
commission's ttions affect virtualWilkinson's speech.
ly everyone in the state.
"They were highly disappointed
According to the article, the
in the governor's remarks,"
commission's other two members
Richards said.
are also fairly new to utility regulaKafoglis said Wilkinson's
tion
matters. Bob Davis, appointed
remarks changed his belief that the
gokernor was ready to make peace in 1987 by Martha Layne Collins,
has a doctorate in education and
with the legislature in preparation
spent
most of his career as a sports
agreement
compromise
for a
on
coach. Squire Williams, also
educational reforins.
appointed by Collins in 1985, was
Wilkinson has indicated he
a circuit judge and a judge for the
might call a special session in
court of appeals.
March to consider the reforms.
The current commission has
"He's not going to convince
been contrasted with a more experleadership to have a special session
if he's not ready to concede to a ienced one under former Gov. John
compromise," Kafoglis said. "It Y. Brown that included the _comdoesn't sound as if he's ready." mission's former staff- director and
two former heads of the attorney
general's Consumer Protection
Division, which intervenes in all
major utility rate cases. • Laura Murrell, one of the former
consumer advocates who served on
the commission, said in the article
(Cont'd from page 1)
that she is afraid the "cOmmissionment's Civil Service workers are ers are appointed for their own
careful not to oppose the raise for benefit rather than for the benefit
members of Congress, because of Kentucky."
these same lawmakers must decide
"I don't want ,to sound selflater whether to give federal serving, because it was true for a
employees more than the 2 percent few years before I joined the comReagan proposed. But they're not mission," Murrell said, "but under
bashful about attacking the Brown the commission Warne
administration.
nationally recognized for its
"What outrages me is that the expertise."
people who are responsible for
Others say it would be premature
doing the work are ignored and
to jump to conclusions simply
insulted by the president," said
Robert M. Tobias, head of the because Overbey has little experiNational Treasury Employees ence with utilities.
Tony Martin, director a the
Union, representing 145,000 federoffice
of Kentucky Legal Services
al workers.
"It's the idea that some elitist Programs, understands the concern
group is solely responsible for felt by some, but says a hasty conaccomplishing the mission of thr.i clusion can't be made.
"It's obvious that this group is
federal government."
John Sturdivant, president of the less experienced," Martin said.
largest federal employee union, the "But we won't prejudge this com700,000-member American Federa- mission. Ed Overbey may become
tion of Government Employees, the best commissioner we'll have
said, "I support the 50 percent. If ever had."
Attorney General Fred Cowan is
you listen to some of the rhetoric
also
willing to keep an open mind.
and look at the folks who have
"The folks out there now don't
come out against it, those are the
same people who will be opposing include anyone who has the
pay raises for the people -I consumer-advocate background,"
he said. "but we feel comfortable
represent."
that
they're fair and will listen to
"Taking cheap shots at highall
sides."
level folks is not going to do anything for the people I represent."
The current group of Davis,
But Sturdivant said Reagan is Overbey and Williams acknow"going out like he came in — ledge the fact that they have less
bashing federal employees in his experience but stress that they are
budget proposal."
not without such experience and
Joseph R. Wright Jr., director of have much legal or administrative
the Office of Management and experience.
"I believe the current _members
Budget, said it is incorrect to compare the proposed 50 percent were appointed because the goverincrease at top levels with the 2 nors who appointed us respect our
judgement," Davis said. "No one
percent for civil servants.
He said that civil servants have comes to this job familiar with all
received steady raises each year, areas we regulate. There are too
and are only three to five percen- many areas and each is very comtage points behind inflation since plex. So i think the most important
1969.
qualities in a commissioner are that
The salaries of top officials, he he is open-minded and can undersaid, are down 35-40 percent com- stand the cases."
pared to inflation over the past 20
Williams said, "I don't know
years. The administration is trying
how you judge whether someone
to let them recoup their losses all at here is consumer-oriented. i believe
once, he said.
the worst thing would be to appoint
"Common sense and logic don't someone who says he is definitely
apply here," he commented. "You for the consumer of definitely for
reach tough personal choices where the utilities."
you want to send kids to college
Louisville attorney Don Meade
and cant afford to. This is the only represents Utility Rate Cutters of
government we've got and it ought Kentucky and he says,he foresees a
to be well managed. We shouldn't decrease in quality-decision
buy executives on the cheap."
making.
James Lafferty, spokesman for
"The men'on the commission do
the government's personnel agen- have the ability to fathom the cy, the Office of Personnel Man- issues, but they arc relatively unfaagement, said the president's miliar with the complex issues they
budget is not the key to determin- have to deal with," Meade said,
ing the Civil Service pay scales. adding tharlosing Heman was "a
More important, he said, is a major step backwards."
government report due in August
In contrast, George Siemens,
that will compare federal pay manager of governmental affairs
scales to those of similar jobs in for Louisville Gas & Electric Co.,
the private sector. Based on that said he could not see a "tremendreport, he said, OPM will make a ous decline in quality."
recommendation to the president
"The staggered appointment proon a pay raise.
cess assures some experience is
Civil servants are paid under the always retained," Siemens said.
'general schedule' (GS) scale, "And commissioners are triers of
which has 18 different pay grades fact: so long as they're intelligent
and 10 steps within most grades. and fair you don't have to come in
.The lowest grade, GS 1, begins at with extensive expertise."
$10,213 and the highest, GS 18,
Overbey himself does not seem
has a single salary of $86,682. concerned about the pressure he's
There's also a senior executive ser- receiving from those criticizing his
vice for government managers.
inexperience.

Proposal...
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PERSPECTIVE
Judge agrees with
poor schools; tells
legislators to act
By Tom Parrish
(Fourth in a series)
In his preliminary ruling, issued
on May 31, 1988, Franklin Circuit
Judge Ray Corns found unequivocally for the Council for Better
Education.
"The General Assembly," declared the judge, "has failed to
provide an efficient system of
Common Schools throughout the
State ..."
Although the term "efficiency"
includes the idea of "efficiency in
the traditional economic sense, it is
more far reaching when applied to
education ... " It means that the
system "must be adequate, uniform,

and unitary." It requires "substantial uniformity,substantial equality
offinancial resources,and substantial educational opportunity for all
students," The school finance systemk he saki. is "tmcon titittional
and discriminatory."
The 66 property-poor school districts had won a sweeping victory.
In his ruling thejudge announced
that he would appoint a small
select committee to suggest remedies for the problem of inadequate
school funding. When legislative
leaders reacted with some anger to
what they regarded as an invasion
by the judiciary into their territory,
the judge declared: "Contrary to
what some people think,I'm trying
to be a help, not a hindrance.
After all, he said, its up to the
General Assembly to decide what
they want to do."
But,ofcourse,this May 3 I opinion,and the final ruling to be issued
after the advisory committee made
its report, would call on the governor and the Legislature for sonic
remedial action.(It was hardly surprising that the Legislature leaders
appealed Corns' decision. The
Governor and Superintendent Brock
.did not appeal. In fact. Brock reversed the position of the Superintendent of Public Instruction as a
defendant and became a plaintiff.)
Carefully crafted to avoid undue
ruffling of gubernatorial and legislative sensibilities, the committee's
report, released on September 21,
proved to be a cautious document.
It offered no explicity proposals
for new taxes or new laws. It
limited itself to discussing what the
constitution requires, not how that
requirement should be fulfilled. This
approach pleased some observers,
who felt that anything more precise would, as one editorialist said,
"have given some legislators the
opportunity to create a political
smoke screen on the issue. They
could and would have tried to hide
behind a bogus issue of constitutional powers...
(But another writer expressed
displeasure with this middle-ofthe-road approach. Quoting a saying he attributred to Dr. Grady
Stumbo,a former Kentucky human
resources commissioner,the writer
declared the "the only thing you
find in the middle of the road is
yellow lines and dead possums.")
In any case,the committee enunicated three main principles: I )
when taxpayers put forth the same
effort, enough state money should
be provided to ensure that they
receive sufficient funds for an adequate school system; 21school districts that wish to provide more
than the minimum level of funding
must retain that option; 3) Kentucky must make sure that no child
is deprived ofeducation because of
a lack of willingness on the part of
his community. Clearly, these
principles leave the Legislature with
an array of options.
On October 14, having digested
the committee's thinking. Judge

JUDGE Ray Corns of Frankfort
Circuit Court delivered the
opinion finding that Kentucky's
system of financing public
schools is1nconstuutional.
t4,:r31,1

Corns issued his final judgment, in
which he declared that an efficient
school system is."a tax-supported
coordinated organization which
provides a free, adequate education to all students throughout the
state regardless of geographical
location or local fiscal resources."
If some schools are inadequate, he
said, then the system is inherently
inefficient.
"
An efficient system must be
adequate and must possess substantial uniformity. Adequacy,
however,does not constitute a limit
on the aspirations of a school district; it is free to exceed the
standard.
The r judge could hardly have
been more explicity. The next move
was up to the governor and the
Legislature. Since many senators
and representatives agreed with
Judge Corns' views, battle lines
were not clearly' drawn between
the judiciary and the Legislature.
And, though not in precise terms.
the Governor expressed support
for Corns' decision.
But even if the Governor and the
Legislature should begin to move
promptly toward implementation
of the decision,and thereby call for
new levels of taxes, they would
have to take account of the fact
that in the minds of many taxpayers across theCommonwealth the
very word "Frankfort" evokes
images of favoritism and corruption—and that many citizens
harbor a not altogether ill-founded
belief that in the mountain counties, particularly,educational funds
are dispensed primarily on the basis
of political patronage rather than
that of educational need. In his
May opinion Judge Corns acknowledged the existence of misman
agement and waste but observed
that, even with good management
and a total absence of waste, the
poorer districts would still find
themselves far behind those with
greater wealth.
Despite his previous restraint, hc
said he could see no alternative to
the creation of new taxesalthough, of course, the decision
belonged to the Legislatufe.
For the students in the 66
property-poor districts, positive
action, whatever form it might take,
could not come too soon. It would
he welcome next week, or even
tomorrow,.
(To be continued)
Tom Parrish, a histonan who lives in
Berea, Ky., wrote this seriesfor the Shokertown Roatultahle, Earl D. Wallac(
chairman; Wilson W Wyatt, conjerem
chairman,. Al Smith, coordinator
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Within hours of that dogfight in
the Med. where two F-14 Tomcats
took down two of Col. Gadhafi's
MiGs, Washington was on the
receiving end of the customary
caustic commentary.
"If the Americans were trying to
carry out a raid on Libya then that
is unacceptable," sniffed British
Labor Party spokesman Gerald
Kaufman, "Whatever theLibyans been constructed without technical
may be doing in terms of chemical assistance from our own allies?
Other questions. While Gadhafi's
warfare you cannot attack another
sovereign country, acting as a kind record as a Yankee-hating terof Lone Ranger deciding how the rorist is established — he has apworld should be run."
proved of acts of terror against
Worried an attack on Gadhafi's Americans, given sanctuary to Abu
chemical weapons plant would Nidal — Damascus, too, has had a
"cause an international uproar," hand in bombing airliners, and giving sanctuary to Palestinians who
President Reagan ( as of Thursday
was said to have decided against specialize in air terror. Why has the
military action. (Even Maggie U.S. not threatened Syria? Is it
Thatcher is said to be opposed.
because Syria is an impressive
Let's review the bidding here.
military power, with the capacity
In constructing his CW plant, to strike back? Are we hitting
Gadhafi apparently had the help of Gadhafi, because Libya is a free
West Germans. Now, using throw?
What about Iraq? Which of our
boosters strapped onto his Sovietsupplied Scud B rockets Gadhafi heroic allies helped Iraq build the
will be able, when his plant is pro- chemical weapons plant that producing, to launch nerve and duced the bombs which brought
mustard gas attacks on Egypt, horrible death to 5,000 Kurdish
Israel, Chad, Italy, Sudan, Tunisia men, women and children? Why
and Morocco, with all of whom he does that atrocity not merit the
has had bloody quarrels. Yet, kind of sanctions the U.S. imposes
Israel alone excepted none of thess on South Africa, which.has never
nations, none of our NATO allies, struck- at American interests,
seem willing to support U.S never perpetrated that kind of barmilitary action to destroy this ter- baric act against a city of civilians?
rorist threat to the Mediterranean
If there is evidence Gadhafi had
basin.
a hand in the Pan Am massacre, or
. Question. Why should U.S. pilots is giving sanctuary to those who
risk their lives taking out a poison did, the U.S. would be within its
gaslactory, which could not have right to cripple his military and kill

his regime. Nor need we wait for episode last raonth
this terrorist to complete his gas
The OPEC cartel ag
factory and use its weapons, befooe production, to force
taking it out. But why is Gadhafi from $12 to $1) a barrel 4i1V0T
our problem alone?
2 billion barrels the l. S
And why are U.S. Presidents so yearly. that $6 price hike trd•
deferential to European opinion?
into a $12 billion to $16 billion r,'
Durtng the years U.S. soldiers gouging of the Americ-,.
were fighting in Vietnam, British sumer. Yet, no sooner ha':
ships were routinely putting in at agreed to stick it to the Americans
Haiphong. Was London deferential than the LW'arrived in Nigeria. an
to our opinions? When Mr,Nixon OPEC member to fork over $650
launched his airlift to save Israel in million in loans. to ease the pain of
the Yom Kippur war, NATO, with Nigeria's cuts in production That
the exception of Portugal, denied $650 million will trigger another
us the use of allied bases Which we ,$500 million from the World Bank
had helped to build.
Since those loans are guararr,
When Mr. Reagan struck Libya by American taxpayers the -n
in retaliation for the bombing of the States is directly subsidizin
Berlin discotheque. Paris refused shafting of the Amer , •
us overflight rights. Two U.S. pilots by the OPEC cartel
died as a consequence of having to my fellow columnists
fly to Gibraltar, then, the length of the way to "get tough ',Oth P
the Mediterranean, before laun- is to impose a .. .'asn1;!-..
ching their night attack.
anywhere from
The United States is forever be- per gallop on Amer
ing admonished that we must "conCan nobody Ijt 'h'-r'
sult" our allies, that we must -not ball"
act unilaterally," when our inLibya. too.
terests are threatened, and our Why doesn't the I'
citizens are attacked. But consulta- dime in U.S. — guarant,
tion has become a synonym for in- any and ever,' OPE('
action; and not acting unilaterally whatever source. •,
always seems to mean not acting at regime either to pui. all. Why surrender our freedom of foreign exchangeaction to "allies.!' none of whom guaranteed -loan,
consults us before shoveling credits Arabia?
in the direction of our common
When is the
enemy?
this World Bank
-.
It is time the U.S. started looking IMF-Globalonev and star:
out for No. 1. starting delivering out for No. i — he.", '•
lectures to "allies," instead of ple, and the .Unit,'
simply,listening to them.
somebody else p1,s
What brought this home was an fish for awhile

Letters To The Editor

GRRAIFclarl
ingsuggc24,2
Asbury Cemetery needs protection
Somf
stories hit the papers.
Dear Editor:
port to the Asbury Cemetery'
The vandalism that has taken Association and be supportive of ---istottE
Asbury Cemetery, located
northwest of Stella and northeast of place at Asbury in the past three or their efforts to curb further
Coldwater, is one of the oldest four years is unquestionably destruction, (51 Demand that law
ADP
burial grounds in the Jackson Pur- beyond anything that has occurred enforcement officials stop permitchase. Many of the pioneer families
who settled that region of Calloway
County buried their dead in this
Methodist cemetery. Named for
the famed Methodist bishop, Francis Asbury, a thriving congregation
existed there for many years. In recent years, the Memphis Conference of the United Methodist
Church gave this historic cemetery
to an independent cemetery
association.
This letter is primarily written to
inform relatives of the almost
unbelievable amount of vandalism
that has taken place there in recent
years. Within the recent past, at
least two other cemeteries in
Calloway County received
widespread news coverage as the
result of similar instances of vandalism. There was a great outpouring of righteous indignation on the
part of the public when these

in this county. Sadly, the oldest
stones are the ones which seem to
attract the most vandalism..These
are the stones that are the most
valuable in terms of genealogical
information and general historic interest as head stones.
Because Asbury is located in a
remote area and because no one
now lives near the entrance, the
situation invites the sort of wanton
destruction described above.
What can be done about the situation? The following suggestions just
might help reduce further vandalism: ( 1 Those of you who have
ancestors buried there should first
of all become aware that there is a
problem, 21 Visit the cemetery
soon to personally survey the
damage that has already been
done,(3! Try to replace stones that
have been destroyed beyond
repair, (4 Lend your financial sup.

ting Halloween parties, cultic activities and other similar types of
devilment at the site, i 6 Make frequentvisits to the cemetery: the
more traffic4,here is and the more
people who are seen visiting the
cemetery, the less likelihood there will be of further damage,, 7i Support law enforcement efforts to
curb this vandalism and to prosecute those who are caught.
The situation is not going to get
better unless those of you who have
an interest in the cemetery'
organize to do something about it.
This historic cemetery cannot be
allowed to be completely destroyed
by a few sick minds. Contributions
Ten ytars
toward security and upkeep can be
Dr. Jack Bo,' •
sent locally to Mr. Iris E.
lif7c) General •
Crawford, 503 South 16th Street,
the CalloAd',
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
American Re
Ernie R. Bailey
Elected
1207 Kirkwood Drive
Lodge No. 2Th
•
Masons aCrt.'
er, Daniel
Stanley Scott,
Taylor, James k,
A.W Gailsi•yay
Thank you Marilyn, Joyce and
Births rep)rfta
Shirley for your great work.
and Mrs. Alan
+••
Calloway County has another
Mr. and Mrs. Miss.
valuable resource Rand-McNally
Mr. and Mrs. (r1;, Hr.
married for 25 :••e,zs
should hear about.
Twenty yrars..f
Sincerely,
Joe Hosbach
An average oi
Blood Services Consultant
s was reponed
American Red Cross
dark fired tobac1/4.
ray Marker...is..
reporter.
Fifteen ;
entered pleas
,ns•
and sentenced
Judge William H.
week.
Dr. Ralph Tess,:ns'cr
lights of his Earops• ••
pany's "America's Most Wanted'',
with Rho Charter
55 are now in jail. NBC proclaims
Kappa.
that it's "Unsolved Mysteries" prol'hirt ?tars
gram has broadcast 50 stories out
Calloway Counts Stl ,!
of which 11 cases have been solved.
Stubblefield has releasc,:
Of course these programs incite
..•yas
jurors for the nest turn, ot
a lot of bogus information and there
Circuit Court to 'n'one lten.
are always the unstable minds who
New officers of %lauds tH S,.
call in and falsely claim credit for
Council are Mrs. Esimonsl
the crimes themselves.
Mrs. David Cowan, Mrs
Sometimes it takes investigators
Reaves, Mrs. Edgar Shitles
weeks to sort through the
Laverne Wallis.
thousands of tips that they receive
Patncia Ann Persists+ and Frank'in
in order to follow up on solid inforat
Carl Miller were married Jan
mation. But the effort is worthwhile
Frankfort.
as most of the investigations have
Mrs. Fred Gingles spoke ahosli
been stalled for lack of new clues. "Creative Art" at a meeting of Sigma
This combination of law enforceDepartment of Murray W0111,111's Club.
ment and media creates a forwas introduced by Glenda Boone
She
midable assault on crime.
Forty years ago
We live in an informational age
Senator .Alben W. Barkley, vice presand information is critical to sucident of the United States, has been
cessful law enforcement. Maybe
named by a secsi conrmtltile of the
television, which is blamed so
Kentucky Press Association as "Most
much for encouraging crime
Outstanding Citizen of Kentucky
through it's programs of violence,
1948."
can now serve to help curb crime
One hundred students tram eight
through the dissemination of
are participating in a hand clinschools
information.
ic at Murray State College.

Blood office thanks local students
Dear editor:
On behalf of the American Red
Cross Services, I would like to
thank the students from Calloway
County Vocational School for their
excellent help with last month's
blood drive at Briggs & Stratton.
I was impressed with the
students' work at the blood drive
and have heard nothing but praise
from our nursing staff and from

the employees of Briggs &
Stratton.
I must honestly say that these
students are the best assistance
group I have ever seen on a blood
drive in this area. Their eagerness
to learn and their professional
behavior are a tribute to their instructors and to the County Vocational School.

Commonwealth Comment

B, Michael D. Ward

Media helps 'take a bite out of crime'
The media and law enforcement
are teaming up to — in the words
of Officer McGruff — "take a bite
out of crime". \
It is such a splended idea that it
is amazing that it was not utilized
before. That's the idea of using
television to convey information to
the public about unsolved crime
and by doing so solicit valuable
inform tion.
It all began as a "crimestoppers"
program in which local television
and radio stations publicized
crimes that have not been solved.
Rewards are offered for information given which leads to an arrest
and indictment of persons
suspected of committing the crime.
This practice generated a
tremendous amount of interest
among the public and also
garnered for law enforcement
valuable information. Many crimes
are solved and guilty persons sent
to jail based upon the operation of
the "crimestoppers" program
throughout this country.
Crimestoppers began over 12

years ago in New Mexico and now
more than 600 other communities
throughout the country have such
programs.
The results have been astounding. Tips from the crimestoppers
programs have helped solve more
than 210,000 felonies and led to the
recovery of $1.3 billion in narcotics
and stolen property — all according
to Tim Kline, a retired Albuquerque police officer and president of
Crimestoppers International.
Recently this concept has taken
on a new dimension and with a
dramatic variation on the
crimestopper theme.
This is the airing on television
through different programs the reenactment of certain unraolved
crimes with requests being made at
the end of the program for the
viewers to supply any information
which might help lead to solving
the case. These programs have
proven to be very popular with the
viewers, but they have also been
very effective. Of 115 fugitives portrayed in Fox Broadcast Corn-
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Club holds meeting
Pawnee Bedwell, president, presided
at the December meeting of the Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at the Sirloin Stockade.
Plans for the purchase of a computer
by the Calloway County Homemakers
Association were discussed by Vanda
Gibson, president of the Calloway
County Association. She said a called
meeting of the association will be held
to discuss the purchase.
"Reflections of Christmas" was the

subject of the devotion presented by
Ann Darnell.
The recreational penod was conducted by Imogene Palmer. Gifts were
exchanged.
Lunch was served. Also present were
Grace Parker, Elaine Collins, Dixie
Palmer and Betty Palmer, members;
Clarice Norsworthy and Martha Ryan,
visitors.
The club will meet Thursday, Jan.
19, at 11 a.m. at the Sirloin Stockade.

Murrayan at event
Holly Bloodworth, teacher in the
Murray Independent School
System, recently attended the 13th
annual South Eastern Regional
Confernece of the International
Reading Association. The conference was held in Charleston,
South Carolina.
Bloodworth presented a session
entitled "Promoting Recreational
Reading as a Lifetime Pastime."
The presentation included a

Morgan Owen, center, top right photo, sang "Joseph's Song" and "Emmanuel" as solos at the December meeting of the Home Department of Murray
Woman'a Club. He also led the group in group singing. On Owen's right is
his pianist, Sherry Lassiter, and his left is Marie Hicks, program co-chairman.
In the upper left photo are Dorothy Jennings, left, department chairman, and
Margaret Taylor who gave the devotion on the three important symbols of
Christmas - cradle, cross and crown from Matthew 21. In the bottom side
photo are department hostesses, from left, Euva Alexander, Clara Humphrey
and Elvie Billington with Jackie Conley, director of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens' Program. Twenty-five senior citizens with Verona Grogan
and Mrs. Conley, directors, were present. The department will meet Thursday, Jan. 19, at 2 p.m. at the club house. Liz Buzz), of Playhouse in the Park
will be the speaker. Hostesses will be Winnie Love, Carol Pritchard and Betty Boston.

10-point improvement plan and an
extensive hand-out for classroom
use. Suzanne May, a teacher from
Nashville, Term., was also on-the
program.
Bloodworth has presented such
addresses at Several Reading conferences. She is working on a
Master's degree in reading. She is
a first grade teacher at Robertson
Elementary.

Coming community events listed
Tuesday.Jan. 17
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
— ——
Lost Chord Club will meet at 5
p.m. in Classroom 3, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For information call 1-442-1310'.
————
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway Public Library.
———
Retirees of Local 1068 of UAWAFL-CIO and other locals, along
with their spouses, will have a
potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. at
Fellowship Hall, Memorial Baptist Church.

The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy had its
December meeting in the home of Mrs. EdtaTis. She was assisted by her daughter,
Mrs. Kim McFarland, and her granddaughter, Emmi. A special time of remembering years' past was featured. Gifts were exchanged and refreshments were served.
Mrs.Thomas Pierce ofSavannah,Ga.,third from left standing, was a guest. Also present were Mrs. Homer Lancaster, Virs.Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs.Glen Hodges, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn,Mrs.N.A.Ezell, Mrs. William Barker,and Mrs.John Livesay. The
chapter will have its annual Lee,Jackson and Maury luncheon on Wednesday,Jan.
18, at 11:30 a.m. at The Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.

Free boating safety classes will
be at 7 p.m, in Curris Center, Murray State University. For information call 753-7432.
————
The Singles' Organizational
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
Chamber of Commerce Centre.
For information call Pamela at
753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

ATTENTION
Patients of the Murray Heart Center

Russell E. Howard, M.D.
has relocated his offices to
Suite 282 Medical Arts Building (new addition)

Looking forward to serving you
better in our new facility.

ENGLISH Rose is OPEN
...if you will excuse our redecorating in the
back of the shop, come on in and take advantage of our FINAL CLEARANCE!

Tuesday,Jan. 17
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For information call 753-9303.
————
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Murray Moose Lodge will have
enrollment night at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7 p.m. :
————
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray State University will
begin classes, including evening
and off-campus classes, today.
Evening registration for classes at
MSU will be from 5 to 7 p.m. in
ClliTiS Center ballroom.
————
Phil Garrett will present a voice
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
The Holeman Collection of
Japanese Prints will be displayed
in Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University, today through Feb. 12.
Golden Circle Class of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
7 p.m. at the 'home of Bobbie
Burkeen.
— ——
Wednesday,Jan. 18
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy will have its annual Lee,
Jackson and Maury luncheon at
11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
———
Kent Anderson of Wycliffe Bible

Sanues Attic

70%

Selected Handbags
Cotton Sweaters
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Trousers

60%

Dresses
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Items From Years Past—

Challis Scarves

60% ott

"We've cleared the storeroom"_

Oft
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Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
———
Paintin and mixed media pieces
by Heather LoPiccolo will be on
display today through Jan. 29 in
upper level, Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
————
Functional design pieces by BS
candidate Bria.n.Gibson will be on
display today through Jan. 29 at
Curris Center Gallery, Murray
State University.
————
Youth Club, grades 3-12, of First
Christian Church will meet at 4
p.m. to go bowling. Supper dinner
will be at 5:30 p.m. at church.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be family night supper
with Golden Circle Sunday School
Class in charge at6 p.m. with each
to bring, soup, sandwiches and

753 3114
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Blouses
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Skirts.
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"For every occasion — we bought
a card shop"
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Who Knows What—

OPEN WED. 9:00

Also, preview our Spring Knit Dresses

Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Liberty Savings Bank, Sym.
sonia, from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
State Parking Lot, Hardin, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure
checks, pulse and diabetes screenings and Occult Blood Screening
Kit will be offered.
————
Ladies' day bridge with Sally
Ann Sawyer as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.

Weci.„Jyri. 18 - Sat., Jan. 21
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

50% on
50% ott

Large Group Jewelry

Wednesday, Jan. 18
Translators will present a special
program at 7 p.m. at Coldwater
United Methodist Church. This is
free and open to the public.
————
Interdenominational Week of,
Prayer for Christian Unit Service
will be at 7:30 p.m. at First Christian Church. Five churches will
have participation in the program.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
be at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray -Calloway county
Hospital.

Dan Aykroyd Ktrn Basmger
"MY STEPMOTHER 7 10, 10.147
IS AN ALIEN- (PG-131 'I NtY
—N
111014T44•RI 001 WA ST 4
RIO NIA! • YOUNG GUNS
SIC TOP 111 PM • 14010PLING
/4014K IV 101101IS • THI 0404
LKINISI TO DRIVI • VISIT

OVIES TO SO
West Side Court Square

753-0435

Chert Theatre Lobby

Wednesday, Jan. 18
desserts; Brotherhood, Baptist
Women, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m. •
————
First Presbyterian Church
Women will have a brown bag luncheon at 12 noon at the church.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m.; Choir practice at 6:30 p.m.;
Session Meeting at 7:30 p.m.
———
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs,RAs and SanCtuaiy Choir at 7 p.m.
———
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Youth Club at 5 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;
Children's Choirs and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign Language Class at 7:3.0
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Church Women United will sing at
2:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Love and Care Luncheon of Murray
Memorial Gardens will be at 11:45 a.m.
at The Boston Tea Pany, Holiday Inn.
— -- —
Thursday, Jan. 19
Business and Professional Women's
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
--- —
Red Cross Blood Drive will be from
3 to 6 p.m. at Murray Highlchool.
— ——
Wadesboro Homemakers Club will
meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin ,Stockade.
---Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order
of the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
--- —
Hazel Woman's Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
- ——
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m. at
the club house.
— -- —
Murray Civitan Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Jim Welch, a representative of Kentucky Center for Veterans Affairs will
be at National Guard Armory, Coldwater Road, from 12 noon to 3:30 p.m.
— ——
Girl Scouts will have their Cookie
Kickoff at 6:30 p.m. at Robertson
Elementary School. Parents arc
welcome.
— ——
Murray Single Connection will meet
al 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Education Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information call
Ruth, 753-7645, Glen, 435-4143, Jim,
492-8733, or Carol, 753-2596.
————
Reservations for the 55Alive Mature
Driving Class at a cost of $7 by AARPO on Jan. 23 and 24 should be made
by today with Betty Riley, 753-5659.
————
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will be at Coldwater
Church of Christ from 9 to 11 a.m. and
at First National Bank, Farmington,
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pres(Coned on page 5)

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I have several
friends who are maruc depressives
who refuse to take their lithium. They
are always in the manic state tie . going about 900 miles an hour), for
months What can I do for them' Why
don't they have heart attacks„or
strokes' Is there something about
their body chemicals which protects
them from the effects of their nonstop activity"
DEAR READER I don't know.
Some extremely hyperactive people
seem to have adjusted to their disease Although they are exhausted
and lose weight, they appear to be

otherwise immune LO the consequences of their behavior
You probably have little control
over their actions You may have to
wait until they enter the depressed
phase of their cycles before they will
acknoviledge their problem and agree
to take medicine
On the other hand, if your friends
are truly disruptive, if they present a.
threat to themselves or to others, you
have every right to intervene by notifying the proper authorities. You can
enlist the help of the the staff at your
community mental health facility or
your friends' doctors or -- as a last rethe police
sort
For more information, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Mental and Emotional Illness " Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 with their name and
address to PO Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title
DEAR DR. GOTT My grandson, 9,
wets the bed. Most of the time his
mom, my daughter, just Isaves the
sheets on the bed. His room stinks. He

Hospital lists patients
Two newborn admissions and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for Monday, Jan. 16, have
been released as follows:

John Padgett, Hamlin; Mrs. Mamie
Sue Padgett, Hamlin; Mrs. Sandra Linn
and baby girl, 1609 Parklane Dr.,
Murray;

Newborn admissions
Roberts baby boy, parents, Gina and
Billy, Rt. 6, Box 778, Murray;
Harrison baby boy, mother, Cheryl,
Rt. 3, Box 69, Benton.,

Amos McCarty, 1010 Doran Rd.,
Murray; Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson, 749
Riley Ct., Murray; Mrs. Roxie Jones, .
509 North Fourth St., Murray;
Omus Flora, 110 Williams St., Murray; Mrs. Maurcan George, 1713 Riley
Ct., Murray; Mrs. Edna Shipley, Rt. 6,
Benton;
Mrs. Mae Thomas, West View Nursing Home, Murray; Mrs. Salon Pittman,
904 Vine St., Murray; Ellis Paschall,
Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. LaVerna Hardie, Rt. 1, Box
J65, Almo; Mrs. Mary YoungloVe, 309
South 10th St., Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Cheryl Jones and baby boy,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Kathy Evitts,
1217 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Robbie Shields, Box 93, New Concord;
Mrs. Frances Waggoner, 1707 Miller
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Judy Wright, 225
Riviera Ct., Murray; Mrs. Norma Sue
Miller, Box 762, Murray;

Dealt)

By Abigail
Van Buren

King's Message of Brotherhood
Has Enduring Power of Truth
DEAR READERS: This week
pay tribute to a great American,
we" Martin Luther King Jr.
His words of wisdom are even
more meaningful today than'
they were 22 years ago, when
he said: "One day somebody
should remind us that even
though there may be political
and ideological differences between us, the Vietnamese are
our brothers, the Russians are
our brothers, the Chinese are
our brothers; and one day we've
got to sit down together at the
table of brotherhood."

one?"
Or she's always telling me what
she'thinks I ought 'to do, such as
"Lose weight" or "Wash your car."
"Do this," "Do that."
Mrs. Buttinsky gets worse every
year. We may not be perfect, but we
don't ask questions that are none of
our business, nor do we tell people
what to do.
How can we protect ourselves
against this overbearing woman?
SICK OF HER IN OMAHA

also sucks his thumb He's not getting
a lot of attention I'd like him to visit
but don't know how to cope with wet
sheets
DEAR READER You say your
grandson is not getting much attention On the contrary. I think he is
Whenever he wets the bed, some
member of the family pays a lot of attention to him
Bedwetting in an older child can indicate either a physical or a psychological disorder - or both. I don't believe that trying to ignore the
problem. as your daughter does, will
make it go away
Also, letting your grandson sleep on
soiled sheets is, in my opinion,
inappropriate
I'd involve the child's pediatrician
in a solution. Your grandson needs a
thorough examination to make sure
that he does not have a physical cause
such as a urinary abnormality or
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infection - for his bedwetting If he
checks out all right, I'd direct attention to the faintly dynamics There
may be stresses or emotional deprivation that should be addressed The
child - and family members - may
need some counseling The pediatri"Adori A Stream Program" will be the theme of the Murray Civitan Club's
cian can advise you
meeting on Thursday, Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. Mrs. Jane Sisk,
I think that you can do much to sup- teacher of biology at Calloway County High School, will make the presentation
port your grandson Let him know The Civitaris are interested in provided adult sponsorship for a high school science
that you love and accept him Make class to work toward improving water quality in a selected stream. Civitans extend
sure he understands that you are a welcome to anyone interested in the subject to attend.
aware of the problem. about which he
is surely uncomfortable, and that you
- under the doctor's guidance - will
do everything you can to help him
The Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, Jan. 19, at 6.30 pin
through this difficult time I doubt
at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street. Ruth Perkins of the Foreign Lanthat he is wetting the bed on purpose
guage Department of Murray State University will be the guest speaker Betty
He needs your attention and affection
Boston, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.
Ask him to visit, use a rubber sheet on
the mattress, change his bed linen and
hold him close when you can

DATEBOOK

Civitans will hear Jane Sisk

Perkins to speakfor BPW

New book on Mormon
church in publication
By MICHAEL RHITE
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY AP ) — As
both a devoted scholar and practicing Mormon, the late historian
Eugene E. Campbell knew well
the hazards of challenging the
more chkished versions of his
church's history.
In his recently published book,
"Establishing Zion," Campbell
notes the risks and then carefully
proceeds to inject a grain of salt
into popular tales of the Mormon
pioneers.
Published by Signature Books
two years after Campbell's death
in 1986, the book chronicles The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints from the colonization of
the Salt Lake Valley in 1847
through its initial battles with the
federal government over
polygamy in the late 1860s.
The book originally was intended as part of an official,
multivolume history of the
church. The project was scrapped
in 1981 after leaders became uncomfortable with research by
Campbell and others, but the
historians were allowed to seek independent publication.
"The version that was published
was a version he was hoping would
pass by the church censors. If he
had known it was going to
Signature, it might have been a
different book," said Campbell's
daughter, Mary Ann Payne. "He
might have been harder on i Mormon founder and leader Brigham
Young.''
Nevertheless, Campbell, an
award-winning historian and professor at the Mormon Church's
Brigham Young University, gives,
some of Utah's most fabled
moments a new perspective.
For instance, popular lore holds
that the first Mormon pioneers
who entered the Salt Lake Valley
tamed a harsh, barren desert and

Soccer registration planned
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made it bloom. Drawing from the
pioneers' own diaries, Campbell
notes that many in the intitial
company actually described the
valley as a veritable garden —
green, inviting and well-watered
by snow-fed streams.
Did seagulls miraculously save
the pioneers' first crop by gobbling hordes of ravenous crickets
during the summer of 1848?
The gulls did eat a lot of
crickets, Campbell writes, and
some saw the phenomenon as providential. But decades passed
before the episode was hailed by
the church as a miracle.
Such notable Mormons as
Young, Eliza R. Snow and Parley
P. Pratt made no mention of gulls
in their accounts of that critical
summer.
Despite Campbell's concern to
appease censors, the book paints
an unsparing portait of Brigham
Young.
In chapters dealing with Mormons' relations with the Indians,,
Campbell points out that Young'S
idealistic hope of converting and
civilizing /he Indians ultimately
gave way to bloodshed and forced
removal to reservations.
Campbell recounts how Young,
influenced by attacks on settlers,
ordered the extermination of all
male Indians in Utah Valley.
Several days late.z, the militia attacked a band Of 70 male and
female Indians camped on the,
Provo River, slaying the last few
as they fled across frozen Utah
Lake.
"I think it is by far one of the
most objective books, one of the
very best, we've got covering that
period," said! Fred Gowans, a
BYU history professor who
assisted Campbell with his
original research in the early
1970s. "I'm sure there are people
who would disagree, but I think
it's very accurate."

DEAR SICK: To personal
questions that are none of her
business, turn the tables and
*
ask, "Why do you want to
know?"
(Cont'd from page 4)
And when she tells you what
DEAR ABBY: If people wonder
simply
say,
to
"Thank
do,
you
why grocery prices are so high,
Thursday, Jan- 19
Thursday, Jan. 19
perhaps I can shine a little light on very much," then quickly
change the subject.
sure, pulse and diabetes screenings and Church. For information call 753-8136,
the.subject.
I am a cashier for a large grocery.
Occult Blood Screening Kit will be 489-2628 or 762-6297.
store in a very well-to-do suburb of
———
available.
Chicago. You would not believe
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet at
————
what we find in the evening wben
DEAR ABBY: Last week we
8 p.m. at Senior Citizens building, Ben• Murray Women of the Moose will
WC close the store: Frozen turkeys attended two movies and a, play at
ton. For information call 759-4059,
with
officers
meet
at
to
8
meet
p.m.
at
and $30 roasts in the magazine a theater. Throughout the perfor762-3399, 753-7764 or 753-7663.
racks, half-eaten bags of nuts and mances (movies and the play) we 7 p.m.
—— —
candy stuck here and there, frozen were disturbed by people around us
Members of Phi Mu Alpha will preFront Porch Swing will meet at 7
food thawing outside the freezer. explaining the plot to their compansent a recital at 6:45 p.m. in Farrel
and foods that shouldn't be frozen ion. We also had a child kicking the p.m. in library of First Christian
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Church.
in the freezer!
back of our Seats!
Murray State University. Admission is
We realize that shoppers have the
I find this very rude and would
right to change their minds while like to know how this should be
H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291 of free.
shopping, or at times could find handled without making a scene. Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet at
themselves short of money, but all We moved (in the movie) twice, but
Murray State University Lady Racer
7 p.m., at the post home on Highway
they have to do is give the un- the new seats were no better than
basketball team will play Western Ken94
East.
wanted items to the nearest cashier the first.
tucky at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.
or stock clerk, who will gladly
I love going out for entertain---Twin Lakers Antique Car Club will
return the items to their proper ment, but for what it costs, I'd like
Baptist Church will
First
at
Events
Gateway
meet
at
6;30
Restaurat
p.m.
places. It's a sin to see so much food to be able to enjoy myself without
include Mothers' Day Out at 9:30 a.m.;
ant, Draffenville.
wasted because people are eiaier too interruptions. Any suggestions?
embarrassed or too lazy to put them
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.; Carol Poe
————
NAMELESS, PLEASE
hack.
Group at 7 p.m.
Senior citizens activities will be from
If more customers realized that
DEAR NAMELESS: Since not 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis
they are the ones who pay for all the all strangers respond to courte- Centers and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
,spoiled food, perhaps they'd be more ous requests to please be quiet, Ellis Center.
careful.
or to kindly ask their child to
TIRED OF ‘vAsTE quit kicking the seat, I recomMurray High School Freshmen bays
mend asking an usher — or the
DEAR TIRED: Thanks for the manager (if you can find him or will host Graves County in a basketball
game at 6 p.m.
"food for thought" instead of her) — to handle the situation.
food for the garbage pail.
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet al
7:30 pin, at St. John's *Episcopal'

Community•••

Registration for the Murray-Calloway County.Soccer Association's Spring s'iccer season will be held at the Park Office in the Old City Park on Saturday, Jan.
28, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Sunday. Jan. 29, from 1 to 4 p.m.; and Monday, Jan.
30, from 6 to 8 p.m. The fee is 520 for new registrants and $10 for those returninit
from the fall season. Boys and girls, ages 8-18, are invited to sign up lo,ti it
practice will begin in late March_

Patients at Nashville
Two local persons are patients at Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. They _re
Dwayne Childress who is in Room 6317 and Miss Meredith Clayton
Room 6327. Persons may send them cards t their names at Baptist Hospital. 2. ii)
Church St , Nashville, Tenn. 37236.

CWU to sing Wednesday
Church Women United ot Murray and Calloway County will have their to
song fest on Wednesday, Jan. 18, at 2.30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge, St,: .,
View Drive, Murray. This is a monthly service of the women of the CAT ar
interested persons are invited, according to Toni Jones, CWIl presider•

Hazel will hear Freeman
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday. Jan. 19. at p.m. at the
munity Center. Mrs. Olga Freeman, retired ltbrarian, is the scheduled
Marylin Liddle will give the devotion. Hostesses will he Belinda
Thomas. - Alt' menthes • are -urgedattend, according to Janice Wri
president.

Luncheon on Wednesday
The monthly Love and Care Luncheon : t %Limo, Memorial Gardens
Wednesday, Jan. 18, at 11:45 a.m. at The Boston Lea Party, Holiday' Inn. 1 his
_monthly event for persons who have fanhly members interred at Murray Me'
Gardens. Charlie Bell, manager of the gardens, is host t"or the event

Parenting class planned
A Parenting Class is scheduled tor Tli.rsiav, Jan 9 and '1huNdav.
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Education Vnii
cost will be 510. For intormation call the hospital. "53-

Women of Moose to meet
The Women of Murray I.
Thursday, Jan. 19, at S
will meet.at 7 p.m.

DEAR ABBY: A relative who
frequently visits our home has
become a real pain. She is forever
asking, "How much did this or
that) cost?" "Flow much do you get
paid, and how often?""Why do you
have two cars when you only need

S

Leadership Kentucky, a statewide leadership program, affiliate;
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerc,e, is now accepting applicati,
the 1989 program. The mission of the Leadership Kentucky progra,
to identify a broad variety of Kentucka. citizens who have demonstra'
interest and skills in significant leadership roles to inform them thro'
programs that broaden and deepen their 'knowledge of Kentt
challenges and opportunities, and to inspire them to devote their
leadership activities to issues of direct impact on ine future of tiltmonwealth. For information write Leadership Kentucky. P U ''
Frankfort, Ky. 40602, or call Jet Hounsavall. :-05-1102

Farris presented medal
and .lames
Marine Lance Cpl. Jeffrey M. Farris, ,ori oi Linda
Farris Jr., Rt, 3, Mayfield, was recently awarded the I .:S. Marine
Good Conduct Medal. Farris received the award for good behavio.
conduct over a three•year period in the Marine Corps. He is our,:
serving with 1st Marine Division, Camp Pendleton, Calif. A
graduate of Fancy Farm High School, he joined the Marine Corps
tober 1985.

Concert will be Sunday
The Community.. Concert Association of Pad.,
"Some Enchanted Evening," a Rodgers and Hammerstein revue
over 40 songs, on Sunday, Jan. 22, at 2 p.m. ,it Tilghman High S,
auditorium, Paducah.' A buffet dinner at Georgio's restaurar,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. will precede the concert. Dinner tickets at
adults and $8.50 for children under 12 will include admission to
cert for those not holding season tickets. Admission to tti, uerforc
may also be purchased at the door. For dinner reservdt;
Two at Second and Broadway. Paducah. or iall

WANTED
10 HOMES
TO TRAIN SIDING & WINDOW APPLICATORS
(under supervision - fully guaranteed)
TO APPLY VINYL SIDING AND
INSULATED WINDOWS

Large

IN

With Garlic Bread

Small

$1 19

s

SALE
up..30%Ori
Jon. 18-21

•

•

No Gimmicks!
CUT AND MAIL COUPON TODAY NO OBLIGATION
We are pleased to announce
that Terri Roberts, bride-elect
of Terry Walston, has made
her domestic and houseware
selections from our bridal
registry.
Terri and Terry will be married Jan. 28, 1989.

Salad 89 Extra

WAI:MART

$1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
Wednesday 11 a.m. 10 p.m.
You can t eat this well at home for this price.

Classic Exteriors, Inc.
Send Reply% To
Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1

1001

Best Hours For Us
To Contact You
010 a.m.-5 p.m. 05-9 p.m.

Murray. Ky. 420'71

Gentlemen. Under No Obtleation Masse Contact:
Name

Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

144•110, taw s
1.1•4.
it

Detailst

CUSTOM
DECORATING

your name

95

Hurry and Send Coupon Below
For

Italian
paghetti Special
$

4

Applications are.tieeded

RI:(11K11-n -

The facts about drugs,;11DS and how
to prevent unwanted -pregnancy are all
in Abby's new, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know." To
order. send
and address,
plus check or money order for $3.50
($4 in Canadal to: Dear Abby's Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
61054. Postage is included.

II

e****
nal In*,14. Mr 16,1

SANTA'S ATTIC

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

Address
ostat.4

City
Zip

,.
Phone

MAIL COUPON TODAY
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Racers complete
sweep of'Valley'
lead. The effort against O'Bryant
Staff Report
The Murray State Racers com- was King's second straight outpleted a swing through Death Val- standing defensive performance.
ley with a 63-40 victory at Eastern He held Morehead's Antonio Boyd
Kentucky Monday night, thanks to to just seven points Saturday night.
"We're very pleased with backa defensive effort and Jeff Martin's
to-back defensive nights from
19 points.
Paul," Newton said. "He was faced
The win marked the second
straight year the Racers rode with the challenge of liking two
through Death Valley (the More- qualities players and he responded
head State and Eastern Kentucky in admirable fashion."
The victory upped Murray's
road trip) and swept both the
Eagles and the Colonels. It is the record to 10-6 overall and 2-1 in
first time since in the 41 years of the league. Eastern fell to 2-12 and
Ohio Valley Conference play that 1-2.
The Racer team effort was evithe Racers have swept the trip two
dent as tIfty handed out 21 assists
straight years.
"It was good to see an outstand- while co_nnecting on 23 field goals.
"The team played exceptionally
ing defensive effort in both
halves," Racer coach Steve Newton well together with 22 assist," Newsaid. "We put together our best 40 ton said. ',`That indicates good shot
minutes of the year on the defen- selection and teamwork.'
Holding a 5-4 lead, Murray outsive end."
Murray State's Paul King held scored Eastern 24-8 over the final
Eastern Kentucky's leading scorer, 14 minutes of the first half to take
Darrin O'Bryant, scoreless as the a 17-point lead at intermission.
Racers shut the Colonel offense Eastern shot just 26 percent in the
down. MSU held the Colonels to first half and just 31 percent for the
just 12 first-half points, as they game.
cruised out to a 29-12 halftime (Cont'd on page 7)

Lady Racers win
in overtime 66-63
The Murray State Lady Racers
Rot a helping hand from off the
bench, and a helping hand from the
Eastern Kentucky bench as they
came from behind to post a 66-63
overtime „victory in Richmond
Monday night.
Sophomore forward Tawyna
Pierce came off the bench for the
Lady Racers and pitched in 16
points, and pulled down 13
rebounds, and hit a shot with one
second remaining in regulation to
tic the game and send it into
ov mime_
With nine seconds remaining in
overtime, Eastern Kentucky coach
Larry Joe Inman was hit -with two
technical fouls, and Sheila smith
hit three-of-four free throws to give
the Lady Racers the victory.
Pierce and Smith shard scoring
honors for MSU with 16 apiece,
while Julie Pinson tossed in nine.
Karen Johnson returned to the
Lady Racer starting line-up after an

abscence of six games, and she had
six points.
Eastern had three players with
15 points, as Angie Cox, Cheryl ealloway County's Holly,Cherry peeks over the ball as she prepares to shoot during the Lady Lakers' 50-47 loss to Fulton County Lady Pilots, as
Palmer and LaTonya Fleming Calloway's Jennifer Catherson looks on. Cherry had two points as the Lady Lakers fell to 4-7.
shared the honors. Kelly Cowan
had eight for the Lady Colonels.
MSU fought back from a sixpoint defecit with 6:12 left, and
ton jumped out quickly at the start
By DAVID RAMEY
Pam Bucy with 12, and Ann Paul jumper from the right side, and a
tied the score with 5:11 left. Eastof the fourth. Cameil. Atwill tossed
Sports
Writer
chipped
in
10.
by
Musgrow
banking
jumper
with
by
nine
back
out
jumped
ern
in two buckets in the lane, folIn
a
game
of
nip-and-tuck,
CalloFulton
County
was
led
by
Robbie
enabled Calloway to take a two2:24 remaining, but the Lady Raclowed
by a score by Kinney. After
way
County
Lady
Laker
coach
Kinney.
The
6-2
sophomore
center
quarter
24-22.
The
at
point
lead
ers climbed back and sent the ball
Catherson missed two free throws,
ended at 26-all.
game into overtime on Pierce's Rose Elder felt her ball club was tossed in 17 points. Cameil Atwill
Starla Darnell gave Fulton County
nipped by the officiating.
had 10, while sister Christie folCalloway had a chance to blow
bucket.
an eight-point lead. But again, the
"I
felt
like
the
kids
were
cheated,"
lowed
with
nine.
at
the
start
of
game
wide
open
the
record
to
The win pushed,MSU's
Lady Lakers bounced back, with
she
s said following the Lady LakCalloway got balanced scoring in
the second half, as Muskgrow
„
11-4 overall and 2-1 in the Ohio
Ann Paul hitting two free throws,
ers'
50-47
loss
to
Fulton
Co.
Monthe
first
quarter,
with
-Muskgrow
points
first
five
of
the
scored
the
Valley Conference. Eastern fell to
Muskgrow going coast-to-coast for
day night in 'Jeffrey Gymnasium. leading the way with five, and Paul
half, followed by a bucket by Ste6-9 and 1-2 respectively.
"Even though we had a chance to and Bucy following closely with
a score, Paul scoring inside on a
phanie Barnett, giving the Lady
MURRAY STATE (63)
nice pump fake, Muskgrow hitting
win the ball game. it was unfair to four apiece. Fulton's Kinney had
Lakers a 33-26 lead. After a Fulton
Small. 4-16 8-16 16, Nelson 4-7 0-1 9, Warming 1-9
2-7 4, Johnson 2-5 2-4 6, Weldon 4-6 0-2 8, Poc 2-7 0-0
the kids. I know it sounds like sour siit points in the first stanza as the
timeout with 4:18 remaining in the a free throw, and finally Bucy
5, Huffman 1-3 0-02. Mame 8-9 0-0 16. Ezell 0-0, 0-0
grapes.
But
they're
ranked
third
in
teams
were
deadlocked
at
13
at
the
66
O Totals 26-62 12-23
third quarter, the Lady Pilots tying the game up at 43 with 3:06
EASTERN KENTUCKY (401
the
region
left with a free throw.
and
I
think
sometimes
quarter.
end
of
the
first
bounced back to run off seven
5-6 5-7 15. Clark 0-11
Cowan 4-13 0-0 8,
the officials read the paper too
After Kinney hit two free throws,
It stayed close into the second
0-00 0, Co. 5-13 4-5 15, Flenung 7-17 1-2 15, Bryant
straight of their own, with Kinney
1-6 0-3 2, Reuc- 0-1 0-00 Cawley 1-4 4-4 6, Mallgan
hit two for Calloway to
much.
They've
Muskgrow
already
decided
the
quarter,
with
Fulton
grabbing
a
banking
in
four
points.
A
pitching
1-6 0-1 2. Totals 24-67 14-22 63.
tic it back up at 45 with 1:55 left.
outcome."
three-point lead at 20-17. But Cal- jumper by Melissa Shaw tied the
The game was close throughout, loway's Jennifer Catherson scored
Cindy Harris connected for Fulton
game at 33, and both teams scored
tied 12 times, including at the end on a stick back, before Cameil
to tie it at 35 going into the fourth on a free throw, followed by Fulof every quarter but the last one. Atwill hit a jumper to push it back
ton's Ginger George stealing the
quarter.
Erica Muskgrow led the Lady to three at 22-19. But a Catherson
ball from Muskgrow, setting up a
Just as Calloway got off to a
Lakers with 17 points, followed by free throw, followed by a Bucy
quick start in the third quarter, Ful- (Cont'd on page 7)

Lady Lakers cry foul after loss to Fulton

PRIM,

Dill pickles Cards with buzzer-beater
Extra Large Capacity

AUTOMATIC
WASHER

CAN SAVE
WATEVENERGY
6 WATER
LEVELS
MAW' WATER

LEVEL TO
LOA() SIZE

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
... OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

!Model 1% 1AAS3`24(

• Mini-Basket'" tub for NITIdll Inads
and deli( dies.
• 2 wash spin speeds.
• 3 tNcIrs including permanent press
• 4 water level selet. lions.

$418
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,Fulton on the bench with two fouls
Staff Report
The Murray High School Tigers each, the Tigers managed to mainwon a real thriller-Dill"er at May- tain their lead over the Cardinals,
field Monday night when sopho- taking a 26-20 lead near the end of
more guard Chris Dill buried a the half before Mayfield's Tim
3-point shot at the buzzer to-com- Schlosser played beat-the-buzzer
plete a wild finish to the Tigers' with a 3-point shot of his own.
The Tigers' three-point lead held
48-46 victory over the Cardinals.
Murray's win set up kthree-way up briefly in the third quarter
tie for second place in the Fourth before Murray turnovers and
District standings between the missed shots helped Mayfield run
Tigers, Calloway County and off eight straight points, taking a
Mayfield.
36-31 lead going into the final
First, however, the Tigers had to frame.
survive Mayfield's second -half
But the Tigers opened the fourth
comeback and a thrilling conclu- quarter with Hornbuckle's first
sion that included a technical foul bucket of the game. After a Mayagainst Mayfield and 11 points field score, "the Horn" sounded
scored in the final minute of action. again, cutting the lead to 40-37,
"We did a pretty good job," and Hornbuckle pulled down a
Murray coach Cary Miller said defensive rebound to set up a
after Dill's 22-foot jumper swished
15-foot shot by Payne to cut the
through the nets just before the difference to one point.
buzzer. "We missed a lot of little
Kevin Mathis hit two free throws
easy ones, but in the course of the for Mayfield with 2:08 left, but
season they average out."
Fulton answered from 10 feet to
Dill's shot improved that aver- close the gap again. Hombuckle
age,' Miller added.
then collected another rebound, but
The Tigers had jumped out to a
the Tigers missed an outside try
15-10 first quarter lead over the and Mayfield's Matt Berhow
Cardinals on the strength of James rebounded.
Payne's nine first-quarter points
The ball went out of bounds,
and a buzzer-beating shot by
with Mayfield keeping possession,
sophomore guard Willis Cheancy
but suddenly Mayfield coach Scott
from two-point range.
Schlosser was tagged with a techniWith Jim Hornbuckle and Mike cal foul for yelling at one of the

RIZPAH SHRINE TEMPLE
ANNOUNCING OUR

ANNUAL CIRCUS
YOur

r

t,

hear a pleasant o.ce ask rv,

pdrCnaSe

SPECIAL SPONSORSHIP PASS TO
THE ANNUAL SHRINE CIRCUS

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main *W*40-753-1586

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

RIZPAH SHRINE TEMPLE
P0 Box 1105

Madisonville, Ky 42431

a

Please
Say
Yes

the bonus, and Mayfield
officials.
The foul sent Murray to the free rebounded.
Fulton wa5_
n assessed his
throw stripe for the first time in the
game, and Cheaney responded by fifth foul o7the ame, leaving the
sinking both tries and shoving the action wih 0:51 to go while
Schlosser 'tit both ends of the
Tigers into the lead, 43-42.
Keeping possession of the ball bonus for the Cardinals, restoring a
due to the technical foul, the Tigers 44-43 Mayfield lead.
Hornbuckle scored from 10 feet
were sent back to the line when
Dill was fouled, but the MHS out for the Tigers, giving Murray a
sophomore missed the front end of (Cont'd on page 7)

Bell sounds early
in Lady Tiger loss
Mayfield High School's Stephanie
Bell rang up an early lead for the
Lady Cardinals, and Murray High's
Lady Tigers fell into third place in
the Fourth District Monday night at
Mayfield, losing 73-52 to the Lady
Cardinals.
Bell fired up three 3-point shots
in the first quarter to boost Mayfield to an 18-9 lead over the Lady
Tigers, who were playing without
senior center Michelle Jones,
benched by coach Jimmy Harrell
due to "disciplinary action."
Jones' absence was felt in the second half. With Murray shutting
down the Mayfield outside attack,
the Lady Cardinals took their game
irffide, with Lori Beth McCullar
and Mcrri Stratton each picking up
13 second-half points to keep the
Lady Tigers 'down.
Harrell pointed out that the Lady
Cardinals simply "played better
than us.
"We got ten points down at the
half and they kept playing well,"
Ilarrell said. "We shut down their
outside game, which hurt us early,
and then they got their inside game

going.
"We've just got to play better
defense," he added.
Murray, which fell to 6-3 after a
five-gar* winning streak to open
the season, picked up a game-high
23 points from Jennifer Parker
while Ann Greenfield added 14.
But Mayfield, 6-6, placed four
starters in double figures, with
McCullar coming off the bench-Tor
19 points while Stratton added 18
and Bell finished with 17. Angela
Wiman tossed in an even 10 points
for the Lady Cards.
Murray was victimized by poor
shooting, hitting only 19 of 49 tries
from the field, but Harrell was
pleased with the Lady Tigers
response while trying to overcome
the second-half deficit.
"We got down, but our kids kept
playing," Harrell noted. "We played real intense, but we just couldn't
get anything going."
69 LI 34 53
MURRAY .
IS 33 33 73
MAYFIELD
Parkes 23, A Greeabeld 14. Vannes/ 7,
Murray (52)
linenteAckle 2, Y Greenfield 2, Pauleanka 2, Roped 2,
Hansen, Wooldnies, Clones, Ball
McCullar 19, Stratton IS, Bell 17,
Msyfield (11)
Witnen ID, Ragland 6, Payee 3, Straws, Valor, Sway,
McK inney
Re.c,ndo
Allavriky 6-3, Mayfield 6 6

Ashe supports Proposition 48
WEST HARTFORD, Conn.(AP)
- Former tennis star Arthur Ashe,
disagreeing sharply with Georgetown basketball coach John
Thompson, says athletes who can't
meet new NCAA academic requirements don't belong in college.
Proposition 42, approved last
week during the NCAA convention, prohibits athletic scholarships
for incoming freshmen who don't
have both a 2.0 grade-point average in high school and a minimum
score of 700 on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test or a similar score on
another test. The measure takes
effect in 1990.
"If you want to play basketball
or football or run track, you've got
to hit the books," Ashe told students at the Kingswood-Oxford
School, where he was leading a
seminar Monday honoring Martin
Luther King Jr.
Thompson contends that the
SAT contains a cultural bias

against underpriveleged students.
In protest of the rule, he walked off
the court before his team's game
last Saturday against Boston
College.
Thompson has said he will not
coach again,"until I am satisfied
that something has been done to
provide these student-athletes with
appropriate opportunity and hope
for access to college."
Ashe disagrees with that stance.
"Seven hundred on the SAT
exams - that's like a D average,"
Ashe said. "Seven hundred is so
low that cultural bias - and I'm
not an expert - probably won't
even play a part in it."
The SAT consists of a verbal
section and a mathematics portion,
each scored fforn 200 to 800. The
minimum score is 400, the maximum 1,600.
"If you can't score 700, I think
you should be in a community college or a junior college, anyway."

Ashe said.
Ashe, who writes a sports column for The Washington Post, said
he would use the column later this
week to speak out in support of the
rule.
He said colleges do a disservice
when they accept athletes who
can't meet academic demands.
"I've seen what these athletes
have done. It makes me want to cry
because they should not be there.
How is going to college going to
benefit them?
"It certainly does not benefit
poor, disadvantaged, black studentathletes to come into the classroom
unprepared simply for the chance
at a professional career."
The rule was sponsored by the
Southeastern Conference, whose 10
member schools had already
adopted it.
It tightens an existing NCAA
rule known as Proposition 48.

SCOREBOARD

which allowed some freshmen who
did not meet academic requirements to receive athletic scholarships while losing their first year of
Under Prop 42, players who
don't meet both requirements will
not be eligible for athletic scholarships as freshmen. They could,
however, receive aid from a booster or from other private sources.
While Thompson's protest has
raised concerns that the rule will
prevent some students from attending college, others worry that
schools will abuse loopholes in the
rule.
Athletes who do not receive
scholarships are not covered by
many NCAA regulations. There are
concerns that freshmen who do not
meet Prop 42 standards could skirt
NCAA rules and receive gifts from
boosters or high-paying jobs prohibited for scholarship athletes.

'Comic'timing helps Runnin'Rebs
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer,
The timing would have done a
Las Vegas nightclub comic proud.
It was good enough to keep the
Nevada-Las Vegas Runnin' Rebels
from defeat.
Greg Anthony's only 3-pointer
of the night came with three seconds to go and gave the 10thranked Rebels a 66-63 victory over
lightly regarded Fullerton State.
"Maybe we're just not very
good; I don't know," UNLV coach
Jerry Tarkanian said after Monday
night's victory.
Anthony, a sophomore, guard
who scored just five points in the
game, launched his desperation
25-footer after Fullerton's Cedric
Ceballos had tied the game at 63
with 11 seconds left when he hit a
3-point jumper.
"We got outhustled at home, in

front of our own people," Tarkanian moaned.
At least Nevada-Las Vegas
ended up a winner. The same can't
be said for No. 11 Syracuse, which
fell 68-62 to Connecticut.
In-other games involving Top
Twenty teams, it was No. 6 Michigan 99, No. 16 Ohio State 73; No.
8 Missouri 104, Virginia Tech 99;
No. 12 Seton Hall 78, Villanova
61; and No. 20 Stanford 93, Miami
of Florida 59.
Anthony's game-winner overshadowed the performance by Ce allos, who scored 31 points, grabbed
13 rebounds and was 10-of-10 from
the free throw line in the Big West
contest.
"I'm disappointed in our
effort," Tarkanian said. "I'm disappointed in our concentration. I
think what happens to the kids is

Racers complete...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Murray's lead was 20 points
throughout the second half. The
Racers made 50 percent of their
shots in the contest.
Mike Smith and Larry Blakeney
' led Eastern with nine points each.
The Racers return to action this
Saturday when they host Tennessee
Tech in Racer Arena.
MURRAY STATE

(63)

Martin 6-12 3-4 19, Ogden 4-8 0-0 8, Foster 1-1 0-0

2, Mann 1-4 0-0 3, King 3-7 2-2 10, lanes 2-3 3-4 7,
Brook. 4-5.0-0 9, Gold 1-3 1-2 3, Wendt 0-1 0-0 0,
Robbins 0-2 0-00. Cothran 0-0 0-0 0, Land 1-1 0-02.
Total. 23-46 9-12 63.
EASTERN KENTUCKY (40)
Davie 2-6 0-0 4, D. Smith 1-2 0.02, M. Smith 2-5
5-8 9,1. Rosa 2-9 0-0 4, O'Bryant 0-5 0-00, M. Davis
1-2 0-0 2, Greathouse 340 0-0 7, Goodin 1-2 0-0 3,
Baker 0-0 0-0 0, Blakency 3-7 3.59. Totals 15-48 8-13
40.
Halftime score-Murray St 29, E. Kentucky 12.
3-point goals-Murray St. 8-17 (Martin 4-5, King 2-5,
Mann 1-4, Broolus 1-2, Robbins 0-1), E. Kentucky 2-9
(Greathouse 1-2, Goodin 1-2, Ross 0-1, O'Bryant
Blokeney 0-3). Fouled out- Nam. Rebounds-Murray
St. 29(Emus 6), E. Kentucky 30 (Davie 8). MantaMurray St. 21 (Martin 6), E. Kentucky 5 (Greathouse
2). Total fouls-Murray St. 13, E. Kentucky 13.
A -2,600.

Dill pickles...
(Cont'd from page 6)
45-44 edge, but with only nine seconds left, Matt Berhow found himself wide open under the Cardinal
goal and scored for a 46-45 Cardinal advantage.
Miller pointed out that the Tigers
should not have allowed such an
easy shot at that stage of the game.
"That put the pressure on us," he
said.
"What we want to do in a situation like that is to get the ball down
quick and get off a good shot,-

Miller said. "A lot of times there is
confusion on the defensive end,
which enabks you to get off a
pretty good shot."
A "pretty good shot" is exactly
what Dill drilled, Miller added. "It
didn't hit anything but the net,"
Miller said.
15 26 31 48
MURRAY
MAYFIELD
10 23 36 46
Murray (48)- Payre 21, Chesney 10, Hornbuckle 6,
Fulton 4, Thurmond 4, Dill 3, Soorerby, Joseph. FG
21/44, FT 2/3, 19 rebounds.
!Hayfield (46) - Schlosser 21, Matho 9, Duncan 4,
Winfrey 4, Berhow 4, 8IC.13 4, PG 17/35, PT 10/15, 21
rebounds

Lady Lakers...
(Cont'd from page 6)
layup by Kinney. Bucy hit a jumper to make it 48-47 Fulton with
one minutes remaining. A threesecond violation by Kinney with 33
seconds remaining seemingly gave
Calloway new life, but a miss by
Muskgrow, followed by a mad
scramble for the ball, enabled Fulton's George to score a layup at the
other end. One last chance for the
Lakers to tic the game up on a
3-pointer ended when George
knocked the ball away from and off
Bucy and out of bounds."We turned the ball over all
night," Elder said. "But we were
getting slapped and hacked. I can't
believe that they don't foul."
Elder said it was 9-2 in fouls
called in the first half, and for the
game 15 fouls were whistled

against the Lady Lakers, compared
to nine on Fulton.
Elder also questioned the gameending scramble which ended with
George's game-sealing bucket.
"The big girl (Kinney) fell on
Holly (Cherry) and as a result she
lost the ball and they scored an
easy two."
Elders said she was pleased in the
play of her freshman post players,
Paul and Catherson.
The freshmen and the rest of the
Lady Lakers Will try to stop
another big inside gun when they
host the Lady Vikings of St.
Mary's and the region's leading
scorers Kathy Haas, on Thursday.
Game time has been moved to 6
p.m., and the junior varsity game
has been cancelled.

Morehead upsets APSU
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) Elbert Boyd had 23 points and 23
rebounds and Keith Malone put in
a missed shot with seven seconds
left. to give Morehead State a 75-73
victory over Austin Pcay in Ohio
Valley Conference basketball
action Monday night.
The victory upped Morehead to
8-9 overall and 1-2 in the league.
Austin Peay fell to 10-8 and 2-1.
In a game that was close
throughout, Morehead opened up a
73-69 lead with 2:06 left on a dunk
by Darrin Hale.

Keith Rawls, who finished with
20 points to lead Austin Peay, then
hit a jumper a two free throws to
knot the game
73 with 54 seconds left.
Morehead ran down the clock
until Tracy Armstrong attempted a
17-footer with 15 seconds left and
missed. Malone snagged the missed
shot and put it back in for the winning points.
Vincent Brooks missed a 3-point
attempt for Austin Pcay as time
expired.

that they hear how strong they are
and how weak everbody else is,
and that's a bunch of bull."
The Rebels, 12-2 overall and 7-0
in the Big West, are riding a ninegame winning streak. Fullerton is
5-8 and 0-4.
But Titans coach John Sneed
said the record is not reflective of
his team.
"There is so much fight in the
guys," Sneed said. "I still think I
am getting as much as I can out of
them."
Connecticut 68
No. 11 Syracuse 62
Cliff Robinson scored 24 points
and Phil Gamble 21 as Connecticut
handed Syracuse its third straight
loss and fourth in its last five game
- all in Big East Conference competition. The Orangemen are now
in last place with a 1-4 conference
mark.
"The first 15 minutes we played
probably as poorly as we've played
since I've been at Syracuse,"
Coach Jim Boeheim said. "We just
never really executed at all."
Syracuse led for the last time at
39-35 with 15:07 left. But Gamble
hit a 3-point basket and a threepoint.play to put the Huskies back
in front for good. Connecticut then
hit 14 of 15 free throws in the final
5:31 to seal the victory.
Billy Owens led Syracuse with
19 points.
No. 6, Michigan 99
No. 16 Ohio St. 73
Glen Rice bit five 3-pointers and
scored 23 points in Michigan's victory over Ohio State. Terry Mills
also scored 23 points and Loy
Vaught had 22 for the Wolverines.
Michigan, 15-2 overall and 3-1
in the conference, never trailed,
although the Buckeyes, 12-4 and
2-2, cut the deficit to 27-26 with
8:22 left in the first half. Michigan
then had a 14-2 spurt to put the
game away.

Perry Carter led Ohio State with
17 points.
No. 8 Missouri 104
Virginia Tech 99
In Blacksburg, Va., Byron Irvin
scored 35 points and Missouri held
off a late Virginia Tech rally to
defeat the Hokies.
Missouri, 15-3, extended its winning streak to six games. Virginia
Tech, which got 36 points from
Wally Lancaster, including five
3-pointers, suffered its fifth straight
loss.
Lancaster extended to 61 his
NCAA record of straight games in
which he has hit at least one
3-pointer. The Hokies, 6-8, lost
their third straight home game,
which they had re done since Cassell Coliseum opened in 1962.
No. 12 Seton Hall 78
Villanova 61
Seton Hall center Ramon Ramos
scored 10 points in a decisive run
to lead the Pirates oyer turnoverplagued Villanova and into first
place in the Big East.
Seton Hall, 16-1 and 4-1 in the
conference, was paced by John
Morton's 22 points. Villanova 10-7
and 2-3, was led by Tom Greis
with 13 points.
The Pirates forced the Wildcats
into 17 first-half turnovers and
took control with a 23-11 spurt that
began late in the first half and cog,
tinued at the start of the second
half. Ramos finished with 12
points.
No. 20 Stanford 93
Miami, Fla. 59
Howard Wright scored 21 points,
including 11 in a row at the outset
of the second half, to lead Stanford
over Miami. Wright hit all seven -of
his field goal attempts in the second half as Stanford, 13-3, broke
out of a 37-30 halftime lead to go
ahead by 15 points midway through
the second half.

Super]owl may be last
game for 49ers'Walsh
MIAMI, Ha. (AP)- San Francisco 49ers coach Bill Walsh is
expected to retire and will
announce his decision within 48
hours after next Sunday's Super
Bowl, according to two published
interviews with the team's owner
Eddie DeBartolo.
"He just wants to wait till after
the season's over," DeBartolo said
in interviews published in Tuesday's editions of the San Francisco
Chronicle and the Santa Rosa Press
Democrat.
"He's told me that. Basically,
he's told (the media), too. I really
believe that Monday, probably, or
maybe Tuesday, at the latest, he'll
(make an announcement)," DeBartolo told the Chronicle on Monday.
DeBartolo told the Press Democrat he is almost certain that, win
or lose in the Super Bowl, Walsh
will resign.
"He's the best coach in football,
but sometimes people lose their
desire," said DeBartolo, according
to the Press Democrat.
He he refused to be specific,
DeBartolo told the newspaper
Walsh's successor could come
from within the team's current
coaching staff.
He may, however, have tipped
his hand Friday when he told St.
Petersburg Times columnist Jack
Sheppard that defensive coordinator George eifert might be in line
for Walsh's job.
"Seifert is a good guess,"
DeBartolo told Sheppard. "We'll
probably hire from within." DeBartolo also said, referring to
the Super Bowl on Jan. 22, "I
assume this is his (Walsh's) last
game."
Seifert, who has been named as a

possible candidate for vacant NFL
head coaching jobs in Cleveland
and San Diego, was a leading candidate for the Stanford University
head coachng position but suddenly
dropped out of the running. Dennis
Green, the 49ers' receivers coach,
accepte the Stanford job soon after.'
DeBartolo told the Chronicle he
put at no better than 20 percent the
odds that Walsh would coach the
49ers again in 1989.
"I wouldn't say it's etched in
stone that he's not going to
coach," DeBartolo said. "I think
80-20. can't unequivocally say
that, but I don't think he's going to
coach."
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BOYS
Bowling Gran 88, Caverns 66
Murray 48, MayCeld 46
Southwest amnion 302, Portland Chnst
on 30

la•ITC110t. Co 35, Fairview 26
la* Bryan Stamm 61. Mishima Cent, 59
Lao Catholic 58, kneel-me Co 55
Los Henry Clay 45, Clark Co 4/
Len Laf•yene 55, Lea Taws Creek 43
Lincoln Co 52, Sorneroet 18
Lyon Co. 76, 1)111•/11013 Sprinp 45
MC Nasser 59, Dorsky Co 544
Mance Co 46, Pt Knox 29
Mar-Hall Co 77, Olson. Tenn 71
Mason Co 47, Scott Co 35
Mayfield 73. Murray 32
NI•ysville 43, Villa Modonn• 37
Maymille St Potnck 76, litaceland /9
54eofee Co 61, Lewis Co 54
Metcolfe Co 81, Taylor Co 26
Moengamery Co 70, Bath Co 49
Morgan Co 65. Lee Co 49
N. Adana, Ohio, 74, Augusta 43
Nelson Co 53,LaRue Co 41
Sobs Dane 59, Compbell Co 9'
Ohio Co 52, Warren Cent 49
Oldham Co 79. Mem& Co 54
Owen Co 60, Gallotin Co 29
Pad Tilghman 63, Lone Oak 4'
Ptelos 67, Elkhorn City 55
Pulaski Co 47, Laurel Co 17
Rockcastle Co 68, Madison Southern /‘
Russell 58, Ironton, Otuo, 22
Shelby Co 57, Franklin Co 5.
,
Sheldon Clark 45, Belfry 37
Simon Kenton 65, Ft Thole Highlands 5'
Todd Co Cent 73,
(' r 42
Virgo 59, Mullin, 16
Walton Verona 73, Ludlow 44
Warn= Fut 64, Logan Co 58
Waohington Co 64, Flardnown 46
WCSlefIl tfillo 71, Pam 57
Woodford Co. 31, Danville 2.8

GIRLS
Adair Co 61, Hart Co 50
Allen Co 70, Russellville 14
Anderson Co 58, W Anderson 35
Aohland 67, W Carter 65
Boone Co 561, DM* Heights 41
Bourbon Co 54, Nicholas Co 35
Bowling Of., 48, Cavern.. 37
Boyle Co/lBradtema 44
Beadiest to 64, West Union Ohio, 42
Breckmodge Co 61, Davien Co 52
Buckhorn 86. Cordo 64
Casey Co 48, Russell Co 45
Central Coy 60, Graham 31
Clinton Co 53, Mcmticetto 42
Conner 45, Newport Cent Catholic 43
Con Holy Coes 64 D•yiron 25
Con Scott 84, F.rlanger Lloyd 52
Deng 46,Renting Co 36
Drakeobcso 60, Bremen 52
Edgewood 81, Cascade 52
Eminence 52, Soutweirt Christian 43
Eleming•Neon 66. Jenkim :8
Fulton Co 50, Calloway Co 47
Grunt Co 67, Williarrotourn 25
Green Co 77, Campbellsville 47
Greenville 56, Butler Co 49
Ilarnson Co 56, Pendleton Co 51
Hickman Co 53, Reidland 29
Hughcs.Kok 65, Fords-vine 20
Jackson Co 17, Emil Co
Johnson C.,,t 61, Paintarille 60
lune Buchanan 47, Riverside CM 28

446

Col 1 ege 13a sket ba 1 1
51

EAST
American LT. 128, Fl. International 90
Bucknell 19, Army 77
Connecticut AS, Syrac-use 62
Loyola, Md. 97, Monmouth, NJ 77
Mann 90, tong Island U 68
Massachusetts 92, St. Bonaventure 84
Porn St 82, Duquesne 73
Seim Hall 75, Villanovs Al
Towson St 914, WilSon, & Mary 79

Southern U. 97, Miss Valley St 87
Stephen F Austin 60, SF Louisiana 41
Swoon 75, South Honda - 3
Tn .Chartancoga 80, S'541 76, OT
Tulsa 60, Vs Commonwealth 56
.MIDWEST
Akron 97, Youngstown St -3
Cincinnati 68, Arkansas St 66
Cleveland St 91, El -Chico's° /3
Creighton Al, Wichta St 97 IT
66
E Illinois 72, W
Kansas St 84, S Utah
Michigan 99, Oluo St 73
S 51114/49pps 84, Chicago Si "8
SW Assoun St 93. N /,c. "it
St. Louis 82 9rooklyn ('01 41
SCparaiso 63, Wm -Green His, 4

SOUTH
Al. -Birmingham 93, lacksonvilk 86
COILTI8.1 Carol]. 77, Baptist Coll. 67
Comm St 305, Md.-E. Shore 63 .
Florida AdiAl 90, N Carolina A&T 75
Furman 69, Appalachian St 61
George Mason 86, East Carolina 74
Gramhling St 75, AIccsn St 64
Louisiana Tech 70, McNcese St. 64
Marshall OA, W. Carolina 57
Middle Tenn. 79, Tennessee Tech 77
Mifsoun 1r4, Virginia Tech 99
!No.-Koons City 69, Tear...me St_ 59
Morehead St 75, Austin Peay 73
Murray St. 63, E. Kentucky 40
N C.-Asheville 96, Augusta 87
NC.-Wilrrungton 59, James Madison
57
NE Louisiana 69, Nicholls St. 66
New Orleam 72, Lamar 69
Radford 63, Winthrop 511
S CartAina St. 71, Bettrune.('ookman

-s

SOUTHWEST
Arkanaos 75, Texas A&M
Jackoon St. 68, Tex•• S,uther,, 61
Prwrie 5.1 1my 813, A:ahatna SI '9

WEST

FAR
Cal•Sonta Barbara 69, San .1..oir 61 44
Colorado St 69, At 1'.9T60 4
Long Beach St. 76, P.C1 C
Nev
'Vegas 66, lullerton
New Mesico St 53, Fresno S.
Stanford 93, Miami. Fla 59
Utah St. 104!Ca1-Irvine

Jane Rogers insurance
753-9627

201 South 6th Street
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Milerray Ledger & Times
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger d• runes. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct sour questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools 053-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-28,93

Students from Vicky Linzy's fifth grade class at East Elementary look
on as Richard Gidcum teaches them a lesson about water safety and
patrol. Gidcum, employed by the state, explains a point while Crystal
Beard, Rhonda Keel, Lance Burkeen, Tommy Dowdy and Joseph
Vearry listen.

Illoway County Middle School students recently participated in Na •
!'onal Geography Week by coloring different sections of the United
states map each night .for homework. Above, Sarah Richter, Krys
' rnestberger, Billy Haskins. Teacher Peter O'Rourke and Aaron
olson.

to

Murray Middle School sixth grader Dawn Toth, daughter of Bar
tholomew and Betty Toth, Murray, was chosen student of the week Jan.
4. Dawn, above with Century 21 representative Marie Hicks and
Teacher Richard Farrell, enjoys horseback riding and bowling among
other things. Dawn is considered to be a friendly, cooperative and caring student.
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students at Calloway Middle School drew, colored, and labeled sections
the United States map as part of National Geography Week. Above,
;ayla Trimble, Jennifer Pardue, Teacher Peter O'Rourke, Richard
llutchens, Matthew Frizzell and Amy Scott.

As part of a reading unit on the West, Teacher Less Watson uses a
replica of a log cabin to show early homes to her class. Erik Nadeau,
Jerry Birdsong, Watson, Ricky Young, Dale Breach, Amy Wyatt and
David Butler examine the home.
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'alloway County High FBLA members are pictured with the Adopt-annee' tree sponsored by the chapter at Wal-Mart each Christmas. One
Sundred children received gifts as a result of this project. Pictured are
hapter members Stacy Parks, Shannon McCuiston, April Woods, Lori
(Suercast, Tbenia Young, Angie Herndon, Jane Ann Cook and Holly
('berry.

Carter Center student Angela Colson recently won a bicycle for perfect
attendance. Pictured with the happy bike winner are Mr. Talent of WalMart, which provided the prize, and Principal Willie F. Jackson.

The third grade students or Southwest Elementary recently visited
The Homeplace-1850 at Land Between The Lakes. They were shown
items used in the 1800s aand how the people lived and worked. This
man was demonstrating how handles were made.

Selena Graves, ninth grade student at Murray High School, was the winner of a project in Brenda Maddox's general math class that involved
running a hot dog stand to see who could achieve the greatest profit. The
software for the project was provided by the Murray Independent
School District Foundation for Excellence in Public Education.

Following an extensive study of fall and seeds, kindergarteners at East
Elementary took a nature walk to look for seeds and wore a "bracelet"
of masking tape to secure small treasures for later discussion and study.
Teacher Janice Rose, who wore socks over her shoes to pick up seeds,
helps Clint Stewart attach a fall treasure to his bracelet.

('alloway County Middle School students toured the "Nam and the 60s"
.photo exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery recently. From left, Emily
Leslie, Erica Hughes. Amanda Vasquez, exhibit coordinator Hugh
Barksdale, Chad Gray, Amy Lough and teacher Peter O'Rourke.

Southwest Elementary fourthgraders toured Fort Campbell Military
Base Nov. 22. Prior to the visit, Cap. John Klemencic or Murray
State's military science department briefed the students on life at a
military base. Accompanying the students were Reit* Robinson, Jane
Cothran, Wanda Walker and Marilyn Faughn, trip organizer.

Heather Scott, Murray Middle School seventh krader, and fifth grader
La Travis Toliver won Reebok tennis shoes donated by Dennison-Hunt
when their names were selected during the perfect attendance drawing.
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Conservation poster participants at East Calloway Elementary display
their posters to Principal Jim Feltner. From left, Andrew Falwell, Debbie Tucker, and Kimberly Stalls.
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Auctions a big hit
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By BARBARA MAIER
AP Newsfeatures
With 1988 behind us, some of last
year's auction records can be
entered in the books. Many were
set - a few of the more startling
include these:
In less than an hour, Christie's
far exceeded its pre-sale estimate
of $50 million to take in $85 million
for 27 paintings and one sculpture
that formed the Goetz Collection.
The sale set eight artist records. A
Selection of 12 paintings from the
Ganz Collection fetched $48.5
million at Sotheby's.
The latter also registered proceeds of $25.3 million for the Andy
Warhol collection and Elton
John's collection brought $8.2
million and a console table made
for Marie Antoinette sold for $2.97
million at Sotheby's, setting a
worldwide auction record for any
piece of furniture.
Meanwhile, over at Christie's
New York on Dec. 10, film star
Barbra Streisand paid a record
$363,000 for a single piece of Arts
and Crafts furniture. Last year
also saw a new American record
- $47,500 for an antique doll - at
Theriault's in Annapolis, Md. The
ruby slippers Judy Garland wore
in the 1939 film, "The Wizard of
Oz," brought $165,000 while Humphrey Bogart's piano in
"Casablanca- sold for $154,000.
Top prices helped auction houses
set records of their own.
Sotheby's, for example,
reported worldwide sales of $1.8
billion, a 27.5 percent Increase
over 1987 - a sales record for any
auction house, said Sotheby
Holdings president, Michael L.
Ainslie.
Christie's sales for the autumn
season grew 67.5 percent over the
same period in 1987 and for the
New York galleries alone, sales
were up 93 percent over the prior
period, according to Roberta
Maneker, vice president.
Both Christie's and Sotheby's
executives said the records are being achieved not only be7ause of
the breathtaking new world record
prices for unique artworks that
make headlines across the world,
but also through the sale of more
moderate -priced art and
decorative objects.
There is still so much that can
be bought that people can afford,
said Maneker, while Ainslie noted
that "we Successfully sold approximately 190,000 lots valued at
under $10,000 and acquired in most
collecting categories."
With interest in auctions at a
high, learning how to bid and buy
at auction have become priorities

Stryofoam panels seal
windows, keep out air

for those eager to get into the
action.
Most auction houses rgquire
those bidding to register the day of
By ANDY LANG
butt edge of one shingle to another
the sale. Cash or travelers checks
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - We plan to refinish an old
guarantee you can take your goods
Q. - It gets very cold where we
coffee table. The finish in mot
away but at a number of houses live. There are two elderly people
places is still in good condition t.
including Christie's - one can
in our family and we keep the
in a few places there- are bla
establish credit ahead of time so
house quite warm. A lot of the heat spots. We tried to remove one
that a personal check can be used,
undoubtedly
escapes through the without success. All it did was
according to Maneker. Those who
BEDROOM
glass in the windows, especially in leave a mess. Is there anything
have bought before can often pay
10 8% 1 32
one room in particular. Would it special that will remove blaf*
by check without re-establishing
help to install some kind of in- marks such as these?
credit.
sulating
material over the inside
Some novices are fearful they
A. - As you have found, it is v!,
of the windows? If so, what's the tually impossible to remove su,
may unwittingly scratch their
best way to attach them so they marks without redoing the entir,
nose or pull their ear and find
can be removed easily?
piece. In fact, after you have taken
they've bought something. ImA. - Get panels of stryofoam or off the old finish, you may find
possible, she says.
a similar material and cut them to traces of the black still there. If so
"The only people who can
KITCH
the sizes of the windows. You can you will have to bleach the sur
scratch their nose and make a bid . CARPORT
do this yourself or have it done at a face, wipe off the residue of the
are those who have made prior arlumber yard. Place magnetic cat- remover according to the instruc
rangements." The purpose of
LIVING ROOM
ches at the corners of the panels on tions on the container and then ap
prearranged signals is to preserve
2
4
the
inside. When you place each ply a bleach. When you ar*.
anonymity
wealthy
of the very
the
0
panel against a window, the cat- satisfied with the result the suror very publicity-shy bidder or
22-6.
0
ches will keep it in place. You need face should have a uniform light
dealer.
t--(
ec
i
merely to tug at them a bit in an colon, give it a coat of sealer
Another worry is whether or not
DINING
outward
motion to remove them. before applying a stain and fina!
your bid will be recognized. Noramen
Some home centers or similar finish.
mally, those who register are
establishments sell such readyQ. - I have an old piece of furgiven a paddle with a number on
made panels, but be sure to get the niture which has no finish on it ex
PORCH
it. The standard way to bid is to
kind that can be removed every cept shellac. Do I have to use a
raise your hand with the paddle in
'day
and not just once a season.
two-part bleach to get off the finish
it or without the paddle. If you've
Q. - What does -exposure" or will denatured alcohol hf•
lectors' periodicals carry auction
listings, and many auction houses A DUPLEX CAN PROVIDE 'IHE same number of rooms as a single house mean in reference to roofing sufficient?
A. - Chances are denatured
mail out announcements of up- but it takes less land and less exterior walk. Plan HA I 502R contains (VW shingles? I have seen the term used many times and can't get a alcohol will do the job. Try it. If 0
com$ng sales.
identical one bedroom-one bath units. A creened corner porch leads to the living satisfactory answer from my
takes off most of the finish, do it
Although it's buyer beware room. For more information write
enclosing a stamped. self-addressed dictionary.
second time. If that does r101
since there are almost no grounds ‘
cnvelope
to architect Jan Reiner. I 000-52nd Si North. St Petersburg. Fl
A. - Exposure in that connection satisfy you, apply the commercial
for the return of any items pur13710.
•
means that part of the shingle remover. Working on the furnitura,
chased this way, buyers do have .
which is exposed to the weather. first with the denatured 'alcohol
some protection.
Usually it is the distance from the will do no harm.
In many localities, the sales are
regulated and auctioneers are
licensed. A government consumer
• NI •• IN • •• IIII II II
complaint process may exist and.
•
•••• II III •• II • M ll
at the least, you'll be able to learn
trical equipment, such as cornBy ANDY LANG
what the rules are that govern
-puters, require a pure, noise-free
AP Newsfeatures
auctions. Auctioneers are generalFrom various sources come ground. Surge suppression receply required to clearly spell out conthese bits of information of in- tacles help protect electronic
ditions of sale and to announce
equipment from damage caused
terest to the homeowner:
them at the beginning of a sale.
FAMILY RESTAURANTS
The secret of getting your by transient voltage spikes:
Some good "rules" include the
---money's worth out of no-wax floorfollowing:
safety
rules issued by the
New
ing
is
protection
of
the
wea-layer
Never bid on any item you
haven't examined beforehand. with frequent cleaning. That ad- American National Standard Invice comes from Pete McClure, in- stitute say a water heater intended
Come back with an expert if you
aren't knowledgeable. Study the ternational market associate for for use on a hybrid system must
Johson Wax 'floor care products. now carry the warning that it canpre-auction estimates published
by the house and write down the He says: "A regular cleaning not be connected into an existing
lots you plan to bid on. Establish a routine improves floor ap- heating system previously contop bid and try not to exceed it. pearance, since dirt does not stick taining non-potable water. This is
When bidding, take into account to a clean surface as readily as it to prevent possible contamination
that at many auctions, a 10 per- does to one that is soiled. What is of the potable water used for cookMon-Sat from 4 PM All Day Sunciav
cent surcharge will be tacked onto more, dirt underfoot creates an ing and washing, since the hybrid
Limited Time Only
abrasive action that will scrohT system attempts to use the same
a
the price.
a
(For a free booklet, "Buying and mar the no-wax flooring's potable water for circulation
••••••••• M ll
M
.
wear-layer and substantially through the space-heating system.
and Selling at Christie's New
aaaauaaaaaaa
York," send a stamped self- shorten the floor's life." An ingre- The Better Heating-Cooling Counaddressed business envelope to dient called "Zonyl" from DuPont cil says this cross-connection betChristie's, 502 Park Avenue, New is now used in many floor care ween the two different types of
products to lessen the surface ten- systems could create problems if
York, NY 10022.)
sion of liquid cleaner so it wets the the water in the space-heating confloor and spreads uniformly in- tains non-potable chemicals. The
stead of beading on the surface. homeowner may not be aware that
That means a uniform coat will chemicals previously were indry more evenly without unsightly troduced into the sealed spaceany additional clamping gadget is streaks.
heating system. Water heaters
needed.
Cash & Carry
which are not designed and
- -- Whether drilling in wood or
manufactured for use in hybrid
You can increase your safety
Sale
metal, there are different techni500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
systems must be clearly marked
and protect your appliances from
Ends
ques for getting the best results
so they can be used only for
abuse by replacing old and worn
Monday'
Open: Movv-Frf 7-5 Sal 5-12
Visa-MC-Discover
with the material you are handlheating potable water. The council
electrical
plugs
and
receptacles
ing. The differences may seem
says it fears homeowners may not
WEEKLY SPECIALS
minor. 8 ; they are important. A with newer styles offering extra
realize the permanent hot water in
safety features and conveniences.
drill turning in metal, for instance,
a sealed hydronic system is not the
exerts a strong force that tends to The Maintenance Technology
same as the flow of fresh water
magazine
says
that,
to
secure
a
rotate the work when the bit
through a domestic water heater.
breaks through the underside. plug that might be easily knocked
---out
of
the
receptacle,
a
straightExpanding
That's one of the reasons why a
a
you
chain
cut
saw
wood
with
blade
If
plug
with
a
locking
screw
clamp is so vital. Don't use it and
Foam
be sure to position yourself so as to
you can break the bit and spoil the can be used. This ty4e of connecSealant
prevent the cut log section from
tion is especially important for apwork or suffer an injury.
rolling and stress forces from ac'Seals. tilis
With any kind of drill, portable pliances such as refrigerators.
I.
ting against you. Solo Inc. advises
and insulates
or stationary, some of us may use where the result of an accidental
right
the
side
saw
of
on
the
holding
to save energ
the same bit for several different disconnection can mean real trouyour body, outside the line of sight
and SAVE .
operations simply because we ble. Another hint is that an angle
across the chain. If the log shows
%Velli-Oft
MONEY 1
don't want to be bothered with plug should be used when you want
FOREVER
signs of internal stress changing it. It's a bad habit. The to place furniture or an appliance
by
a
recognized
bowed
apcloser
to
the
wall.
An
angle
plug
way to avoid it is not to start the
pearance - the operator should
practice in the first place. At the lays flat against the wall instead of
not
cut on the stressed side, since
protruding
from
it.
As
for
recepsame time, use the proper clamps
this could lead to 'pinching and
and holddowns when required, not tacles, isolated ground ones should
result in a kickback of the saw.
only to prevent accidents but to be used whenever sensitive elecOff
achieve precise results.
You should not use too much
pressure when making holes in
wood. Use just enough pressure to
keep the bit cutting properly.
Folding
eV
Should there be some resistance,
Stairway
back the bit out of the hole, other$ 99
wise it will overheat. This
•Completery assernin •
*Century Welbilt
sometimes occurs when you are
•22,
54 x 105
drilling into hardwood. When the
or ,5', *'.4 .
directions call for using a certain
drill speed, do it. As a general
Blandex
rule, the larger the bits, the slower
95
the speeds.
One way to keep from splintering the wood when the bit breaks
Quality Glass Shower and Tub Doors
through is to place a piece of scrap
2' and 3°
A variety of styles in stock*
wood under the work. Then drill
6-Panel
through the main piece of
Hurry in while selections are good!
Metal Clad
material and the scrap wood. If
any splintering occurs, it will be
Door Unit
-0
on the scrap wood.
You can get a drill in a floor
model or one that fits on a bench.
Owens Corning Insulation
If you buy a bench model, place it
3/
1
2"x15-x88 12 sq it
at the end of the workbench. In
Showroom"
$1 I 09
Our
"Visit
that way, the drill head can be
roll
612
S.
753-5719
9th
St.
turned out over the floor, making
It, in effect, a floor model.
411M11•11Ma
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Homeowner tips given
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GO ITALIAN!
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"Family Style"
Veal Parmigiana
Dinner $4.99
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Drill press handy tool to own
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
If you are just an occasional
visitor to your home workshop,
you are not likely to need a drill
press. But if you spend a considerable amount of time there if you make pieces of furniture or
complete any projects requiring
pinpoint accuracy in drilling - a
drill press is certain to be one of
your most valuable tools.
Thanks to the scores of attachments that can be fitted to a
drill press, it can do many things
besides drill holes in wood, metal
or plastic. It can rout, sand, mortise, shape, grind, mix paint or
almost anything you want it to do
in a workshop. Without being one
of those so-called multi-purpose
tools, it nevertheless comes close.
A drill press is stationary. It has
a heavy base which holds a thick
column with all kinds of adjustable pieces that control the
various operations a drill press
can perform. The chuck holds bits
of various sizes and kinds. When a
hole must be drilled perfectly,
with no deviation of any kind, the
drill press can handle it. It is,
above all, a precision tool.
Before you purchase a drill
press, be sure your workshop has
enough space. Every year, hundreds of homeowners purchase or
have given to them power tools
which don't rightly belong in a
workshop with limited dimensions. You don't just need room for
the press or other stationary
power tool. You need space for the
materials which are being worked
on, whether it be a piece of
plywood, hardboard, standard
lumber or a sheet of metal.
Your drill press instructions will
tell you to use a clamp and which
kind to buy. Follow them. In fact,
It's a good idea to get a good clamping device, such as a drill press
vise, when you purchase the main
tool. Later, after reading the instructions and working with the
drill press, you can see whether
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REDUCED TO SELL!!!

$41

Thornton Tile
and Marble

50%
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United Way awards county checks

Your individual
Horoscope

The Murray -Calloway County
United Way presented checks to
Frances Drake
neighboring counties Friday for
monies designated to these counties
What kind of day will tomorrow he To find out what the stars say, read the by employees participating in payroll deduction. Ron Gibson, 1989
forecast given for your birth sign
United Way president-elect, preFOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1989
sented checks to Fred McClean,
ARIES
SCORPIO
Henry County Helping Hand, Troy
Mar 21 to Apr 191
(Oct 23 to Nov 21)
CIPE
Truitt,
It's not the best day for getting your
Calvert City United Fund,
Financial deals are hard to wrap up
ideas across to others First, you have
now There's a happy accent on and Kay Cole and Randy Langston
to organize your facts. You'll receive
cultural pursuits today Artistic types with the Mayfield -Graves County
a favor now from someone in
feel inspired Intuition js a plus for United Way.
business
you
Pat Miller Sanders, treasurer,
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
explains this fund transfer "Many
(Apr 20 to May 20
(Nov. 22 to Dec_ 21)
employees of industries involved
Money could easily slip away now
Care is needed if buying luxury
in our payroll deduction plan are
unless you make a point of saving. A
items today_ Makesure you're getting
residents of surrounding counperson from a distance may appeal to
true value. Either you'll give or
ties," Sanders said. "Their deducyou
romantically
You
give
receive a present now. A partnership
tions are recorded and tallied at
sympathetic advice now
matter remains unclear
GEMINI
year end and these funds are
CAPRICORN
(May 21 tolune 20i
remitted to their counties United
(Dec. 22 to.Jan 19)
It's oiw of those days when others
Way or similar type
It may be hard to drum up
seem to interrupt you every time you
enthusiasm for the daily routine organizatons."
have something important to say
today. Work efforts could falter. You
Tressa Brewer Ross, public
Your heart reaches out to SI nneone in
project a romantic allure now and relations representative for
need Grant favors
others take notice.
Murray-Calloway County United
CANCER
AQUARIUS
Way, added that this type of ex(.June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
change benefits all communities.
Moodiness and temperament may.
It's not the best day for
"We hope that by making
be a problem early in the day. Try not
recreational pursuits and outings on
everyone aware of the United Way
to withdraw into your shell. The p.m., the town.
However, you will enjoy the
however. tirings happy developments
time alone together you and a loved and making the payroll deduction
iii romance'
plan available to all employees it
one will share.
LEO
helps everyone," Ross said. "We
PISCES
near
(July 23 to Aug 22)
"n( (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
hope that Calloway County
The demmands or needs of close
Too much time today could he residents employed out of the
ties may interfere with social plans
wasted in looking for something you county at businesses with payroll
for today. You're asked to do a favor
misplaced. You may fall behind on
deduction plans will ask that their
for a co worker. Romance is likely
housework. Social life leads to
funds
be returned to Calloway
after dark
VIRGO

sit

(Aug 23 to Sept.22
Little thing.s could go wrong M
connection with work today or
perhaps you .IUSI have problems
reaching some,Inc
Tonight is
especially romantic with an accent on
candlelight anti soft musH!

LIBRA
Sept 23 totct 22
Plans involving travel may be
difficult to get together right now
Tonight favors entertaining others at
lion u' A family. member appreciates
yfi cur thiiiighoonwss

•5.\

intriguing introductions.
IF 114 )RN TODAY, you are very
much the individual and yet you also
-nave- -an - -interest -in the target concerns that affect mankind. You
may he drawn to reform movements
anti you will succeed in politics and
government service. A professional
career is more likely to interest you
than business. You're a good
m.
:
.
ineyinaker and are interested in
large enterprises. Doing your own
thing is your ticket to success.
Birthdate of; Daniel Webster. orator;
Cary Grant, actor; and Emmanuel
Chabrier. composer.

The Murray-Calloway County United Way presented checks to representatives of neighboring counties
recently as a part of the exchange program to keep county money in the county. United Way Presidentelect Ron Gibson, center, presented checks to Kay Cole and Randy Langston of Mayfield-Graves County
United Way, Troy Truitt of Calvert City's United Fund, and Fred McClean of the Henry County Helping
Hand.
County where it can be used for
local member agencies."
Member agencies with the
Murray-Calloway County United
Way are The American Red Cross,
Arthritis Foundation, Association

ElassifiEds

Volunteer.
WERE FIGHTING FOR
`11OUR LIFE

American Heart
Association
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THE FAR SIDE
I 1-1AVENIT SEEN OLAF IN
YEAR5..MAYBE NE
ISN'T UGLY ANYMORE..

By GARY LARSON

IN OUR FAMILY,THE OLDER WE
6ET,. THE CUTER WE 6E7!

2

NANCY
lb IT
Cic
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1 .Legal

GLIDDEN Latex waif
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99.
Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th
St , Murray.

CUMULI.
WE WANT YOU TO /RITE TO
`fOLIR BROTHER OLAF AND INVITE
141M TO ThE'UGLY PUG CONTE5-r--

I

ARO.

LEGAL NOTICE
On December 23,
1988,
there
was
tendered for filing with
the Federal Communications Commission, Washington, D.C.
an application for consent to the voluntary
assignment of construction permit for
Staton WSPH-TV, Murray, Kentucky. from
Sammy J. Parker,
WML-LPTV
dibia
Company to Life Anew
Ministries, Inc. Station
WSPH-TV operates on
Channel 38.
'
Life Anew Ministries, Inc. has the
following .officers,
direcfors,
and;or
stockholders: John W.
Stalls. John R. Price.
• and Linda M. Stalls.
A copy of the aplication is available for
public .nspection during normol business
hours at: 1560 Diuguid
Rd., Murray. K.
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TRIED TO IMPRESS MY DATE
WITH HUMOR TONIGHT
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THEN SHE BORROWED

AT DINNER I STUCK CARROT
5110(5 IN MY EARS AND SMEARED
"notA
r
5HED POTATOE5 ALL OVER
./.-MY FACE
THEN WHATHAPPENED?
.1..• 0
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just think I've been putting up with
this silly curse of yours long enough!"
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

by Zeus
39 Goal
41 Hurried
42 Athletic
groups
44 Running
46 Cures
48 Giver of gift
51 Expired
52 Wine cup
53 Bancroft ID
55 Odors
59 Illuminated
60 Simple
62 Harvest
63 Parisan
season
64 Equal
65 Bristle

1 Again
5 "— Like it
Hot"
9 Fruit seed
12 "— John"
13 Pikes —
14 Anger
15 Mock
17 Hebrew letter
18 Darling of the
Mets
19 River duck
21 "— by Me"
23 Erroneous
27 Latin
coniunction
28 Fairy in "The
Tempest"
29 Affirmative
vote
31 Cloth
measure
34 Tantalum
symbol
35 Closest
38 Maiden loved

THINK
THEY BOTH
NEED A GOOD
SPANKING

IIITRADE
CRAVED

AK
A

KES

A

EN E
DAD

A

L

A

ME

A

A
A

4

5

7 Chart
8 Pieces out
9 Three River
Stadium
player
10 Press clothes
11 Care for
16 Merchant

6

7

8

9

13

25

10

11

32

33

14
18

22

21

II 26

28
rwERE5 GOING TO BE FIVE
ESI6 CHEE5E5„ ALL Ti4E
54ME 54ZE
GOT IT 2

29

34

35

39

27

44
48

A

THE PRIG G0/425 OF CA4.54418A

49

30

31

36

37

41

40

LOR
ER

THE PHANTOM
JEFFE. WE GOT A PLAN. FIVE OF u5 EACH
HI5 OWN 64N3. vvE Divi PE LIP TmE COuNTRY
FIVE VVAY5.

Etna Story
(502) 253-5348

53

59

60

63

84

43

47
51

50

52

•

42
46

45

38

54

55 II
61

56 Ill 58
62

65

20 Michael of
"The
VValtons
22 Tellurium
symbol
Partner
2
24
3T
s
2525 country
Yes,
Carlos
26 Comedian
Louis —
30 High regard
32 Key - pie
33 Defeat
3
36
7 Swiss river
spreaders
40 Give
43 Three-toed
45 Negative
egative
47 Covetous
person
48 Small valley
49 Leave out
50 Inclined
roadway
54 Stinging
insect
56 Shelter
57 Unit of
Latvian
currency
58 Health resort
61 Note of scale

your 8MM
home movies 10 video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246

S

A

1 Sum up
2 Born
3 Audience
4 Inscribed
5 Talk
6 Fa oe Islands
whirlwind

19

24

I RADE LS
AM A
MA

161.
7

23

DETER
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OPEN For Business:
Granda Miller's
Country Bakin'!
Homemade breads and
pas'eries. No mixes or
preservatives. 641 South
to Puryear 140 West to
69 South to Solo's Mkt.•
140 West I 1/4 mile to
Bakery. Open Monday
Saturday noon,
8a m. 6p.m. Ph. 901-7823412. John & Irene
Miller, Cottage Grove,
Tn.

TRANSFER

7,,fila
WI

doakoos 5,17••••

Jerry McConnell
Insurance •
753-4199
"Our 26th Vear"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

,909

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible
and
copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital.
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first S540.00
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:

HANDCRAFTED
PILLOWS

f

d.o.

Notice

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Ap

(Liab

-

2

OUCH

•

At

1r

Not ic'e

HAIRCUTS etc. Shampoo Winter Sale! Any
Scruples leader $10.95.
Value up to S17.00!
Dixieland Center, 7536745.

"Well, I

A QUARTER AND
CALLED THE POLICE

Foundation, P.A.C.A., Humane
Society and Family YMCA.
For more information please
call the United Way office at
753-0317 or write to P.O. Box 1011
Murray.

for Retarded Citizens, Boy Scouts
of America, CHAMP., 4-H
Council, Girl Scouts, Mental
Health-Mental Retardation,
Parents Anonymous, Senior
Citizens, Spouse Abuse, Kidney

I

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair.
Damper Installation.
,Custom Hoods and Biro

Screens
Senior Citizens Discount
.-?4 Hour Answering Se-,
WE clean your rings,
free
We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
clOn't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget 106
South Street,
E
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502 247-6762.

BURGESS
WATER WELL &
PUMP CO.
Water Well Drilling
Pump Sales and Service

Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
v1later For America
Since 1954
RimodeothaPieem•Involten•laiipelrlel
Frio Estimates
Rolla DI* Servbe

TUESDAY, JANUARY 17, 1900

CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

Fiar all your sewing
needs contact

Frances Johnson

6

Help Wanted

MARRIED couple from
New England operating
historic Bed &
Breakfast Inn near
Cape Cod, Mass seek
mg Chamber Maid for
1989 season May Oc
tober. 5 6 months
commitment necessary Write P 0. Box
885, Murray, KY 42071
with information about
yourself. Interviews
January in
mid
Murray, Ky.
MATURE, personable
individual needed as
receptionist in local,
medical office. Fulltime position with benefits. Send resume and
references to: P.O. Box
1040-H, Murray, Ky.
MURRAY area law
firm needs full-time
worker. Secretary skills
required: typing, computer, word processing,
transcription of dictation, telephone answer
ing and receptionist.
Legal experience
preferred. Compensa1 ion based on ex
perience and skills.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray, Ky.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if- (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
-Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P A Out Of School
753-9378 between 8.30
12:00 5 days a week.

11

Instruction

24

Miscellaneous

SEASONED oak
firewood
753 5476
Charles Barnett

* Four Star *

ts

fsiliierray Ledger ifIr Times
32

Apts for

Rent

46

Homes for

49

Sale

BEDROOM home in
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms,
stove, refrigerator, no country. 2 extra sleeppets $300 month plus ing rooms upstairs,
large living room and
deposit 1802 1.2 Mon
roe Ave 753 5400 or dining room. Central
gas heat and air. 12
502 527 7382 after 5p.m
miles east of Murray.
EXTRA large 2 bed
room apartment for $50,000. Call 753-1203.
1 BEDROOM house in
rent 753 3530
Hazel, carpet, very
MUR Cal apts Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 Or 3 BR. nice. Will sell for pay
Now renting
Equal Oft . 492-8755.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
Housing Opportunity
24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
759 498-4.
approximately 5 miles
NICE 2 bedroom apar
out of Murray. Calf
tment. partially fur
nished, deposit and after 7p.m. 437-4854.
Y Owner
7 or 1
lease, no pets, adults
Intersection of 444 and bedroom house on 1
acre lot. All appliances
121. 436-5401.
NICELY furnished 1, 2, included, gas heat,
natural stone fireplace.
3 or 4 bedroom apart
ments and room for Approxime,.,* ix. 8 miles
east,rillXv ay, $20s
rent Located near ca
mpus
Daytime
753 6111, night 753-0606
HOUSE and 2 lots:
NOW renting 1 and
bedrooms, kitchen, liv•
bedroom apartments
ing room, bath, dining
College Farm Rd
room, utility room,
Apartments 753-3530
carport, garden, 2 out
ROOM for rent fur
buildings, S21,000. 492
nished, 1 block from ca
mOus, $75 per month plus 8.492.
NEWLY decorated 2
utilities. 759 4104
bedroom home: outSHARE duplex with an
building, fruit trees,
other lady or female col
lege student Call 753 6909 528,000 Owner will finance at fixed 10 5°0.
after 5P M.
$5,000 down. 753-8848
TAKING applications
for Section 8
Rent before 8 30p.m.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 WATERFRONT home
Apply Hilldale with boat dock, 2,400 sq.
BR
Apts., Hardin. Ky. ft_ Also new 3 bedroom
Equal Hous[ng homes in Murray, starting upper $50s Do
Opportunity
consider trades Call
753-3672 after 5p.m.
34_ Houses for Rent_ '
V fit E-N 'T-1located!Nice 3 bedroom,
1 .BEDROOM house
furnished, nice 1 bath home. Shown by
neighborhood, close to appointment only. Call
universitC4Nevii.,1.He before 8p.m. 753-8950 543,
500
February 6th. ia.7..".'"
BEDROOM lake front
47
Motorcycles
house for rent in Pine
Bluff Shores, $250 a 1988 HONDA 300 4 month plus deposit
wheeler, $2,400 firm.
753-9386 or 753-1509.
436-5358.
2 BEDROOM, clean, 1988 YAMAHA R-azz
remodeled, un
Scooter 753-8578.
furnished, refrigerator, 3 WHEELER: Yamaha
range, A/C, washer
200 bought new in '87,
dryer hookup. 5250/ excellent condition
month, $250 deposit. Must sell. 436-5442.
759-4441.
BORDERS Cycle and
Al V Center. Used
ATVs, parts, service,
36 For Rent or Lease
accessories and tires.
100 ACRES of land for 200 North Main, Benton.
rent. Write to P.O. Box Ky. 502-527 1680.
1040B, Mur.ray, KY
42071.
49
Used Cars

27 Mobile Homes Mr Sale
If
7 3 MORGA
Or
doublewide mobile
•SECRETARY
home and ap
.EXECUTIVE SEC
Sara Baker
proximately 1 acres.
.WORD PROCESSOR
at
753-9316.
HOME STUDS nes TRAINING
1979 BUCHANEER
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL:
915-A Coldwater Rd.
mobile home: 44x24, 3
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST
bedroom, 1 bath,
759-1946
1-800-327-7728
doublewide. $15,500
HE 14ART SC14001.
cash or take over
•C
,N of A C T Corp
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Ner
, hdc•ra Pompon, Bch FL
payments of 5209/
Monday-Friday
month. To be moved.
436-2332 or 753-7206.
Over 40 Years
Want to Buy
14
1979 FLEETWOOD: all
Combined Experience'
electric, 14x70, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, under
pinning outside storage
building, front porch.
Days 753-7114. Nights
5 Lost and Found
492-8642.
Timber and Logs
FOUND- 1 black and
1985 MOBILE home .
white spotted beagle on
kinds.
of all
14x70, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2
Knight Rd. 753-0432.
Call
bath. Also 10-13 acres
AigLOST: Burgundy
for sale. Call after 4p.m.
McKnight
ner purse in the MLrray
759-9658.
area. $25 Reward. 7531988 14x70, 2 BED
8
Sons
8158.
ROOM, 2 bath, all
Sawmill
electric, CA & CH, wall
On Poor Farm Rd.
To wall carpet, blinds
Help Wanted
6
and curtains, GE
753-7528 753-5305
ATTENTION- Hiringr
stove; refrigerator,
Daytime
At Night
Government jobs- your
D/W, underpinned and
area. Many immediate
1971 HALF ton pick up winterized, 9x12 deck.
openings without wait
By appointment. 753truck. 753 6621
ing list or test. $17,8402922, ask for Tom, after
mounted
FRAME
$69,485. Call 1- 602-838trailer hitch for pick up 6 .m. 753-7124,
8885 Ext. R684.
OR Sale By Owner,
truck, class 3. 759-4905.
BONUS INCOME:
1979 Schultz 14x70, 2
LADIES
10
speed
bike:
Earn $2001250 weekly.
good shape, priced bedroom, 1 bath, built
Mailing 1989 travel
right. Call 753-3642 on front porch and
brochures. For more
enclosed pool. 100x100
753-5738 nights.
days,
information send
tOoe, of county..with
WANT
tobuy
-Row
stamped envelope to.:
city water and city
Sttenley
Owen
Furs.
INC. P.O. Box 2139,
sewer. 714 River Road
McClellan, Pulaski,' IL.
Miami, Florida 33261.
(near Blalock-Coleman
618-342-6316.
EARN Money At Home!
Funerai Home). $17,500.
WE pay best prices for For appointment call
Assemble jewelry, toys,
scrap aluminum, brass, 759.1688.
electronics, others. FT 9 Situation Wanted
copper and aluminum
& PT work available.
"•••
lady
will
do
[Sependiable
cans. Call Balcan RP
Call Refundable) 1-407753-2622.
cleaning.
house
cycling at 753 0338
744-3000 Ext: S 973, 2/
WILL babysit 2nd and
HRS.
Mobile Home
1.5 Articles for Sale
DUCATIONAL foun- 3s d shift. Call after
Parts
& Service
5p.m
753-6605
BEAUTY Shop equip
dation for foreign
Custom Built Decks
ment and.sugtan bed, 4
studies needs volunteer 10. Business Opportunity
years old. 753 0658 after
Area Representative to
$84.95 and UP
coordinate non-profit IF you would like to own 5p m.
Sharp
international high your own buisness, now FOR sale
school student ex- is the time! Changes copiers and fa-x
•change program are being make with machines Demo units
Vinyl Skirting
T-Loc
Call
locally. No fund raising Diet Center that will also available
Kool Sealed
required. Expenses mean a business boom. 1 800-248 4319, Benton,
"Factory Experience
paid and training pro- Personal commitments Ky.
Building 8 Servicing
vided. No experience are forcing sale. For 015 N hearth firepliar-?
Mobile Homes."
required for this volun- additional information insert, $300 ,equji)'
a‘,
teer position, just en- respond to: P.O Box after 5p m.
• Phone (502)492-8488 •
ergy and enthusiasm. 115, Hazel, Ky '42049.
RESTAURANT/
Miller
For more information LAUNDROMAT and cocktail tables: folding
1973 FORD LTD: gold,
37 Livestock-Supplies
Gas and Electrit •
call Deb Atherton Col- home. Sacrifice due to fiberglass door, 22'xI0';
runs good, $600. Call 753.
Silver
SHOW saddle:
Furnaces
lect at 502-358-9615 or health. For more in
8950 before 8p.m.
love seat, folding
breast
bridle,
Royale,
5328°.
formation call 354.6075
call 1-800-447-4273.
1977 CHEVROLET lm
chairs': 4 fiberglass
collar, 14" seat, num
XCELLENT SALES
$348°°
pala: good car, driven
chairs; record stand; 6
Instruction
1
1
times,
10
bered, used
O PPORTUNITY!
every day, $400. 1974
wicker chairs; re$386**
4.36-2105.
5750.
HIGHEST COMMISfrigerator; butcher
VW Super Beetle:. good
*
SIMMENTAL and condition, 5375. 1964
SION- PAID! NO CAN
block. and chrome table
AN
AIRLINE CAREER and 6 chairs. 753 5950.
Simbrah bulls Per
VASSING! For that
Impala: needs minor
formance & sem-en repairs, 5400. 753-7492.
enthusiastic and neatly
TV antenna with rotor, 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
IN 1989
tested. Excellent qual 1977 POrsiTIAC Suri17777
dressed male or female
washer, dryer, re
t'an be yours if you act towho is tired of making
1 BEDROOM, large ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, rebuilt inside and out,
frigerator 753 4684
day! Just 12 weeks of train
less and is ready for the
living room with garage Ky. 522 7630.
very, very good condimg 4, you'll be ready for a
highest commissions
16. Home Furnishings
and washer and dryer 38. Pets-Supplies
tion. 436-2573.
fast paced airline career
paid, steady flow of
1979 Z-28: blue, clean,
where prorinotions & travel
ANTIQUES: oak furnished. 436 5550.
good, qualified clients,
can take you as far as you
OR 3 bedroom, fur- 1 BREEDING pair of good tires, power winsewing
treddle
working 5 days a week
Cockatiels for sale. dows. 474-2374.
Grey
want to go. Financial Aid
nished
or
unfurnished.
machine, $150; 1850
in the Kenlake area at
available if you qualify
759-1527 weekdays after 1981 AUDI 4000: 5 walnut leather sower, Some new furniture,
Four regional campuses to
Pine Crest Resort.
natural gas- electric, 4P.M
speed, power windows,
wood
iron
cast
$150;
serve
you
with
airline
Positions will be filled
registered Golden power locks, A/C, 59,.
placement assistance. Find
cook stove 1918, $300; air conditioned. Shady AKC
quickly so call now!
Retriever
puppies.
753
Oaks.
753-5209.
out how far your life can go.
000 miles. Call after
Oak kitchen cabinets,
474-2229, ask for
Call TODAY''
6p.m. 753-2558.
refinished, $235. 436- DUPLEX mobile 4658.
Thomas.
Siberregistered
AKC
12x50
homes: 2nice
1981 FORD -Escort: 4
2105.
1-800/234-1350
EXTRA INCOME!
COUCH; love seat; odd home joined together in ian Huskie puppies, 6 door wagon, local 1
Mon -Fn. 10:00a.m.--•:00p rn
Townecraft Service
753-5323
old.
Call
weeks
setting,
2
owner, 44,000 miles,
chair beige, blue, rust; quiet country
Center needs 2 conINTERNATIONAL
miles from town. 759- or after 5p.m 759-1194
automatic, air, good
5150. 436-2105.
sultants 4 nights a week,
9921.
condition. Days
AIR ACADEMY
OAR-aining room buffet,
4 hours a night. Earn
759-1839. Evenings 753
Columbla
43.Real Estate
$150; wood burning stove/ 29. Heating and Cooling
while learning. Write .
0114.
circulator, $295; white
Townecraft Service
bedroom
20
ACRES,
3
electric wall oven and GAS furnace, 6" and 8" home, 8 miles from 1982 BUICK Skylark
Center, 200 West 7th St.,
Limited: 4 door, brand
cooktop, $125; sleeper duct work 436 2606
Benton, K- 42025.
Paris, Route 2 Box 177,
new engine, $1,500.
sofa, $75; kitchen cabinet
Paris, TN 38242, 901 782
FASHION' and cosmetic
Rentals
Business
30
Looking for a car? Call
fronts and drawers with
3389.
consultant needed.
'Rick's Motor Sales and
pulls, $75; wall heaters, BUSINESS space, ofTraining available. 502Sale:
Good
rental
FOR
Vinyl Roofs. 753.9872.
$5-515; white cast iron fice or store space at
Train for Careers In
247-0302.
property, four apart
double sink, $35; small Southside Shopping ments, .1 block from 1982 REGAL. T-tops,
FEDERAL, state and
'AIRLINES
fuse box, $5; roll insula- Center. 753 9386 or 753
fully loaded, extra nice
campus. $42,000, call
civil service jobs. Now
-CRUISE LINES
tion, $3 bag; 2 white 4509.
car, must sell. 759.1543
753-1203.
hiring. Your area. $13,
-TRAVEL AGENCIES
toilets, $10 each screen
or 753-0509.
Realty
KOPPERUD
500 to $59,480 immediate
Want to Rent
door, $10; 2 front doors, 31
182 Z-8: red with dove
HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
openings. Call 1
offers a complete range 1.
S10 each. Call 435,4593
grey interior, 62,000
*FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
(315)733-6062 Ext. #F
Student
1.&
services
MSU
Grad.
of
Real
Estate
before 9P.M
*JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.
seeks in- with a .wide selection of miles, $5,200. 759•4717
2558.
PUT in your order for a minister)
before 3p.m.
KITCHEN help needed 1-800-327-7728 handsome custom made expensive room for quality homes, all
1983 FORD Escort XL:
1222,
toll
nights
'in
or
prices.
753
free
immediately: female,
MTWTh
butcher block table.
for spring 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext. blue, interior clean,
full or part-time, must
From basic to excuisite, near Murray
Pb
314-547. 711L for courteous, excellent condition and
semester_
be 21. Apply at The Big
any size, height or
competent Real Estate gas mileage, 51,000
Apple Cafe in Puryear,
5039.
shape to fit your need or
service. We .rnake buy actual miles, some exTn. or call 901-247-5798.
fancy. Genuine oak 32 Apts for Rent
INSTRUCTION
<<
ing & selling Real tras. J.B. Taylor, 5
interested
in
LPN.:
tops. Call today
Points Auto Repair,
DRIVE
TO
LEARN
`l
e
+
enriching your nursing
1 AND 2 bedroom Estate easy for you.
435-4142.
753 9181 or 753 8124.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
career? If so, join our
apartments: furnished, 44.Lots for Sale
1983 7•28: red, 50,006
staff by sharing with us •NO.WrftrI04
close to university and
22.Musical
miles, loaded. $6,500.
comthe joy of giving
hospital, some utilities RESIDENTIAL lots for Call 492 8873 or 753-0327.
•GOT Cortyllcx•oori
SPINET piano: Stratpassion with loss and •E,,11 or per/.11orn•
paid. 753 8756 or sale on Sunset Blvd.,
ford model Kohler &
Loch Lomond and 1 98 s• PLYMOUTH
the self satisfaction of •training
753,4012.
IN•comont 000
Cambell, new condition,
Broach St. 753-4782. No Grand Fury; excellent
love oy giving TLC. •ElnanciN 110:1
BEDROOM
apart
1
5750. 753-6265.
car, 53,200. 474 8057.
110•84•61.
Monday- Friday posiment upstairs 914 Col call after 8p.m.
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
tion available, excellent
ALLIANCE
per
dwater
Rd.
$180
24 Miscellaneous
TRACTOR- TRAILER
45. Farms for Sale
Brougham: fully
salary and benefits.
TRAINING CENTERS
month, water paid, no
miles, sharp
Apply in person at Mills
•
55 GALLON barrels for pets. Available January
LERANON TN
ACRES good cattle loaded, low
759 1543 or
CON Toll Free
Manor Nursing Home,
sale. Keith's Lawn & 14th, 753 5980.
farm near Ky. Lake: car, 1 owner.
500 Beck Lane,
Tractor, Industrial 1 BEDROOM duplex: stock barn, tobacco 753 0509.
1-800-334-1203
Mayfield, Ky,
Road, 759-9831.
barn and 2 story frame 1986 OLDS 98 Regency
clean, remodeled, un
FIREWOOD for sale. furnished,"--as heat, house with carport and Brougham: silver with
interior, low miles.
437 4667
refrigerator, range, garage. Located 12 blue
6p.m.
1-IREWOOD for Sale. A/C. $140." month, miles east of Murray. Call after
753 3622 for more 753 2558. •
Tree removal. Free $140 deposit. 759-4441.
1;8 6 PLYMOTT114
estimate. 436 2562, 436 1 BEDROOM apart- informatiOn.
Voyager Mini Van:
2758.
ment: private, electric 46 Homes
for Sale
burgundy, good condiGO carts, go carts, go heat and A/C, near
miles,
carts! 5 HP single and campus. $185/ month 1 BEDROOM Kentucky tion, 83,000
If you need any form of life inLake home near Pine $6,000. 759-9698.
double seats. Keith's plus deposit. 753 8585.
Lawn & Tractor Center, 1 BEDROOM log Crest Resort Quiet and 1-116 PONTIAC 6006
surance, IRA, major medical, medicare
Industrial Road. Call duplex: off 94 East, private setting, for sale S'2E, 27,000 miles. Call
after 5p.m. 492 8783.
supplement or nursing home in759-9831.
energy efficient, water or lease. Owner financ
Tourism°, 2 door, 5
1986
ing,
low
down
payment
LARGE,
large,
large
furnished,
no
pets,
$200.
a
call.
surance just give us
and low monthy speed, air, PS, PB,
selection of storage 753 8848 before 8:30p.m.
several
comcheck
with
We will
sunroof, 4,xxx miles.
buildings in stock for 1 BEDROOM apart- payments
$4350. Excellent 762 2062.
immediate delivery. ment near downtown 1502)442 5647
panies to give you the best possible
Acree Portable Murray, 753 4109.
rate and benefits and deliver the inforBuildings, Mayfield,
14-1aViiai-S"
BEDROOM, living.", ON%
Ky. 502-247,7831.
mation to you at your home. If you
room, kitchen, utility, ‘,
SEASONED rirewood. bath, all carpeted, redecide to buy a policy from us, we also
frigerator, stove, gar436,2744.
give you free claim service.
2 mi. north of Murray
WE service all brands bage disposal and dison New-Hwy 641 4-Lane.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
of kerosene heaters and hwasher furnished. $300
carry a full line of parts. per month. 753, 1695
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Keith's Lawn & Trac 8a.m. 5
you need service, all you have to do is
for, Industrial Road, 1 BED OOM unfurnished
Store Hrs. 9-5
apartment. Stove, re
759-9831.
call.
Sun. 12-5
ICKER, all kinds; frigerator, washer and
goons; 1977 Cordoba dryer hook ups, just reD
5700; 1967 Mustang; decorated, clean, close to
8
1974 3/4 Ford pick up campus. $260 per month.
A
$750; Alaskian Mal• 753 7 76.
Roberi & Nell Wiggins-Owners
amute puppies; Poodle 1 ROOM apartment for
753-4566
puppies, 1976 Chevy rent: furnished or unvan $2,100; 15' boat. furnished, electric heat
EVENE.E.E.VENEE.
E.E.E.E.E.
753-6045.
753-6438.

WANTED
TO BUY

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

0$
10

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

0
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Wiggins & Shoppers Mall

•I

Open

Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall

10

Used

Cars

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

AlTREE Service and LICENSED electrician,
stump removal Your residential and corn
professional tree ser
mercial Air condition
mg Sales and serwce
vice All types, remo
val, topping, feeding
Gas installation and
Free estimates 50' repair for natural and
bucket truck and chip
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
per Call 753-0906.
ALLEN'S Tree and MOBILE 140ME
Landscaping Service
Specialist repair,
Free estimates. Haut
leveling, underpinning,
ing mulch, manure, set ups, tear downs,
gravel, dirt 753-8619 or roofs, floors, plumbing,
753-6951 after 5p m
wiring, washing,
753-2332- 24 Hour hurricane straps 759
answering service.
4850.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service
We Service: dis
hwashers, disposals, Call 759 4850
QUALITY construction.
1987 JEEP Wrangler • ranges, ovens, re
blue with black hardtop, frigerators, washers & repairs and alteration
PS, PB, 4 cylinder, 20 dryers. Service on most Free estimates Call G
& A, 436•2617.
plus miles per gallon, 1 makes and models
REDING and Carter's
owner, 33,500 miles, G.E factory trained
mint condition. Call The Appliance Works, complete mobile home
Rob Mason Rd , repairs service Cali
Dr
489-2273 after 5:30p.m.
Hwy 783, 753-2455.
492 8806 for estimate.
1987 NISSAN: 4 door
mint conditiOn, low APPLIANCE SER
FOR Sale 3 storage
VICE, Kenmore, sheds like houses.
mileage. 753-6312.
GOVERNMENT Westinghouse, complete electric
SEIZED Vehicles from Whirlpool 29 years every way 2 TVs, color
$100. Fords... Mercedes. experience. Parts and 1 dryer 3 lots for sale
Corvettes. Chevys. service, used applian
with complete hook ups
Surplus. Buyers Guide ces Bobby Hopper, for mobile nomes Rare
753-4872
or
436-5848.
Ext
(1) 805,687-6000
Doberman pinchers
CHILD care. in my fond and rust color
S-8155.
home
anytime
Meals
USED running Chevy
AKC registered
2
mobile homes
You
engines 400 small block, and snacks furnished
437-4678
have to see to believe!
350's, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6. Truck and car CHRISTIAN lady will Call for an appointment
transmissions, clutches, oo housecleaning Re
442 8806.
rear ends. Positrac's, ferences available 492 POCKY COLSON Home
loose heads, crankshafts, 8899.
Repair Rooting, siding,
pistions, fly wheels; all CONTRACTOR Portable painting, plumbing. con
components_ Car and storage buildings, pole crete Free estimates
truck body pieces. Truck barns, general home im- Call 474 2307 or 753-6973
motors-trans fo'-Oodge, pi Oven sent -Qualify Wak SEWING mac one repFord, Internation. Tires, for less. Free estimates. air
All makes and
wheels. Re-ring engines 8'x12' for 5585. 489-2663_
models, home' and In
and valve jobs. Will in- DUNAWAY'S Painting
dustry. Call Kenneth
stall! Will trade! Mostly interior, exterior, re• Barnhill, 753 2674.
Chevy Shop, 641 North, sidential, commercial. Stella. Ky Hwy 121 N
next to Pet-Tro Gas. 753- 753-6951, if no answer,
4184.
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
Key MiniFENCE sales at Sears
Warehouses
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
Hwy. 121 South
your needs.
FJDR most any type
753-5562 if no answer
driveway white rock
753-6078, 753-0996
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger SHEETROCK finishing,
Hudson, 753 4545 or
new or repair 436-281 1
753-6763
SUREWAY Tree
by
Sears.
GUTTERING
New & Used
Service- Topping, prun
Sears continuous gut
ing, tree removal A.e
GM Executives &
ters installed for your rial bucket truck Fully
Program Vehicles
specifications Call insured for your prot
Sears 753-2310 for free ection Stump removal
901-642-3900
estimate.
with no lawn damage
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
HAMILTON Culture'
Free estimates. No
marble and tile 643 Old obligations. 753-5484. Benton Rd. 753-9400
TELEPHONE Wiring
50. Used Trucks
INSULATION blown in jacks installed- phones
1966. CHEVY pick-up: by Sears. TVA ap- moved- residence and
short wheel base, 6 proved. Save on those business experienced
cylinder, good condi- high heating and cool- Call Bobby . Wade 753'
ing- tills'. Call Sears 2220.
tion. 48.9-2578. - T173 CHEVY Step Van, 75 3 - 2310 for free THE SUNSHINE
good condition. 759-4522 estimate.
CENTER' A Christian
I will babysit in my child development pro•
days. 759-9422 nights.
1978 CHEVY Luv, good home. 759 1683.
gram, infants 4 years
running condition. 759- LICENSED Electri
OICS
7 5 3 o 6 9 5 or
cian, Doug Jones Elec- 753-8945
9702.
1978 CHEVY pick-up: PS, tric. Residential wiring WET BASEMENT? Ale
PB, A/C, tilt, good condi- and electrical and elec- make wet basements
tric motor repairs. No dry. Work compietety
tion, 52,800. 759-9335.
1979 CHEVROLET rewinding. Call guaranteed. Cali Cr
write Morgan Con
pick-up, 5850. 753 4959. . 759-4751.
struction Co. Pt 2. Box
1979 FORD F 250 Club
409A, Paducah. Isse
Wagon Chateau window
Septic Tanks
42001 or call 1 442 7026
van: 4 captains chairs
Pumped
and rear seat bed, good
WILL dc babysitting n
. ewer I nes 0,eanec
condition. 753 9794.
my home Monday Fr.
--Grease Traps
day 6: 30a.m 5p m
1980 JEEP Renegade:
pumped
--Portable toilet
Have references 759
black with black hardrentals
4144
top, PS, PB, rebuilt V-8
--Office trailer rerna;
with under 20,000 miles,
WILL do plumbing in
• sales
carpeted interior, good
stallation & repairs All
conditon, new tires.
guaranteed. Free es
753-0638.
timates. Phone 492 8899
John
&
Mobile
1984 F600 FORD aerial
or 753 1308.
Septic Service
bucket truck: new rubWILL do roofing.
ber on the rear, fair on
527 9945
plumbing, painting. 6.
the front, works 40'
1 800-592 3308
yard work. Call 753 4370
pole,' excellent condi ,
or 436 5895
tion. 345-2561
1987 CHEVROLET
pick-up: low mileage,
6-60 warranty. 759-1777
after 4p.m.
1987 GMC S-15: Solid
red, lowered, aluminum
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
wheels, V-6, automatic,
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
cruise,
18,000 miles, tilt,
All Types Of:
A/C,
AM'
floor,
carpet
Woodworking
Custom
tinted
winradio,
FM
dows, louvers, excellent
condition. Call 753-7387.
1987 S-15 SMC Jimmy:
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
fully loaded, blue/
'Drop by & see our showroom
silver 2 /one, 26,000
owner.
actual moles, 1
759-1543 or 753-0509.
4 MINI Vans: '84, 86,
'88 & '89. Buy wholesaJe
and save! 753 0603.

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

Now it's
Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ma of
Pans, TN

Lane's

51

Campers

1977 ROAD Ranger: 11
1./2', air awning, sleeps
6. 1965 Camper: 30',
full-size bed, air, awn
og. 435-4141 or 492 8580.
52

Boats Motors

146
18 GLASSTRON
HP newly rebuilt engine, new steering and
battery, nice trailer and
cover, sharp rig, 55,350.
759-4697.
1988 RANGER 364:
midnight blue and
silver, factory loaded
with all options. 1988
Yamaha Pro V-150 with
Yamaha stainless steel
prop, motor guide
route, 45 lbs thrust
trolling motor_ All
gauges are Yamaha.
speedometer, tack, wa
ter pressure and trim.
Lowrance 1240 in-dash,
surface temperature,
Lowrance X 40 LCR,
Lowrance X-16, paper
chart graph, Ranger
custom trailer. Very
few hours, still under
warranty, 753 0504 after
bp.m.
53

Services Offered

GENERAL repair
Carpentry, plumbing,
roofing, yard and free
work, wood 125 a rick.
Call 4362642.

Home for Sale
on 94 East

2 bedroom.
basement style home
w/ '2 acre.
Must see to appreciate
S 18 4000
Pay '1,000 Down
Will finance '17,000
For 12 Years at 233.69 Per Month
With 13% APR

Cali Casey at TranSouth

759-4941
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Computer
class is set

OBITUARIES
Donald Hall
Services for Donald Hall will be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Murray Memorial Gardens. Dr.
David C. Roos will officiate.
Entombment will follow in the
mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the BlalockColeman Funeral Home from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the American
Heart Association.
Mr. Hall, 66, of 1654 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, died Monday akt
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

He was a retired civil engineer, a
veteran of World War II and a
member of First Christian Church.
Born Feb. 21, 1922, in Youngstown, Ohio, he was the son of the
late George Dewey Hall and Elizabeth Kidd Hall.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Willina Hale Hall, to whom he was
married on Aug. 14, 1949; one
daughter, Mrs. Terry (Donna)
Goodwin, and one granddaughter,
Jennifer Goodwin, Morganfield;
one son, Richard Hall, Corbin; one
sister, Mrs. Delores Baisa, and two
brothers, Wendell Hall and Leonard Hall, all qf Youngstown,
Ohio.

James M.York
James M. York, 71, of South
Elgin, Ill., died Sunday at 3 p.m. at
DeMotte, Ind.
He was co-owner of York Spring
Co. in Elgin, Ill., and at Murray.
He was a member of Westside
Church of Christ at Elgin.
Born Sept. 26, 1917, at Benton,
he was the son of the late Clovis
York and Stella Filbeck York.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Zelma Bogard York, to whom he was
married on Sept. 26, 1940; one son,
James R. York and wife, Betty, and
one grandson, Michael York. all of

South Elgin; his father-in-law, Roy
Bogard, a sister-in-law, Mrs. Johnny Gus (Relma) Walston, and a
brother-in-law, Troy Bogard, all of
Murray.
Services will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Entombment will follow in the
mausoleum of Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday at
the funeral home.

U.S.SAVINGS BONDS

State enters broadcasting
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Coming to a radio near you soon
- the big AM 530, Kentucky state
government on the air!
The tone may be overblown a
bit, but the theory will be the same
if the state gains permission from
the Federal Communications Commission to operate its own radio
station in Frankfort.
The station was the brainchild of
Paul Warnecke, director of the
Division of Telecommunications,
who envisioned it as a tourismpromotion tool with similar stations
operating near numerous attractions
such as state parks.
Vicky Dennis of the Tourism
Cabinet said the first programming

will probably involve publicity
about attractions in Frankfort and
Franklin County. Motorists will
likely be alerted to the broadcast
by signs on the highway.
It is hoped the message will lure
drivers off the interstate and into
the capital city. Dennis said Kentucky's restrictive laws on billboards makes the broadcast messages potentially
significant.
,

even

more

The small coverage area and specific message will be similar to
low-power broadcasts regarding
traffic around major airports and
tourist attractions such as Disney
World in Florida.

Louisville affected by proposal
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Louisville is the only Kentucky
city that would be affected immediately by proposed federal regulations that would require large cities
to identify where they discharge
storm water and what pollutants it
contains.
Lexington would take part in a
second round, beginning in about
two years.
The proposal issued last month

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has .drawn criticism
from city officials, who say the
identification process would

be

burdensome, and from environmentalists upset that the agency did not

set limits for pollutants.
Kentucky officials have identified more than 600 lakes, streams
and wetlands affected by runoff,
and they consider the problem tremendous, said Van Denton, spokeswoman for the state Division of
Water.
A new study that tried to track

the sources of pollutants in a portion of the Ohio River found what
its author called a surprisingly
large amount- particularly metals
such as lead, zinc and copper originating in runoff.

Local Jaycee activities listed
Jaycee Week Jan. 15-21, 1969
Tuesday, Jan. 17 - Membership Night at Pagliai's. There will be a
pizza buffet that-will begin at 7 p.m. Any interested young person between the age of 21-40 is welcome to attend. Archie Hicks, president of the
Kentucky Jaycees will be the special guest.
Friday. Jan. 20 - In appreciation for the community support the
Jaycees have received over the pas4 33 years, the Murray-Calloway
from opening until 11 a.m. at
County Jaycees will be offering free có
Rudy's downtown; Donut Shack, Chestn t Street; Homeplace, Ken.
th Street.
tucky 121 bypass; and Martha's on
Saturday, Jan. 21 - Local members and their guests will be attending
a regional membership night in Paducah.
The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees were chartered in March 1955
when Wendell Ford was president of the Kentucky Jaycees. Two years
later Ford went on to become president of the U.S. Jaycees.
In 1960 the Jaycees started the county fair and are presently planning
the 29th annual Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair to be held In
August.
The local Jaycees were instrumental in getting Kyle Field Airport
located in Calloway County in the mid 1960s and their organization constructed the War Memorial which stand on the courthouse lawn.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Murray
Kt5.13

Fee,,

An evening class for students interested in learning the COBOL
programming language for computers will be offered during the
1989 string semester at Murray
State University.
Computer Information System
160. Application Program Development in COBOL I, is scheduled
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mondays beginning Jan. 23..
To be taught by Dr. William F.
Smith, professor, Department of
Computer Studies. Programming
assignments in the course will
focus on the solution oi typical
business-related applications in the
COBOL language. Structured programming concepts and top-down
design will be emphasized.
Anyone interested in the night
class should enroll the time of the
first class meeting at6 p.m. on Jan.
23. Additional information may be
obtained by calling the Department
of Computer Studies, 1502 762-2094.

KSP conducts
raids in area
The Kentucky State Police made
five different alcohol raids within
the Post I area Tuesday, according
to reports from public information
officer Chuck Robertson.
At 2:30 p.m., KSP officals
raided the Mayfield Eagles Club
where 4,969 cans of beer were confiscated, along with assorted wine
coolers and cases of-whiskey, four
electronic draw poker machines,
one police scanner and approximately $5,000 in cash. No citations
were filed.
At 3:22 p.m., KSP officals, with
assistance from the Marshall County Sheriff's Offfice, raided the
Calvert City Eagles Club. Officals
confiscated 933 cans of-haer and
59 assorted whiskeys. Robertson
said Penny Cunningham, no
address available, was cited for
possesion of alcohol with intent to
resell.
At 3:54 p.m. at the Barlow VFW
in Ballard County, KSP officials
and the Ballard County Sheriff's
Office confiscated 1,735 cans of
beer, several bottles of whiskey,
90.27 in cash and the financial
records. According to Robertson,
John Otis Wilson, 54, Cairo, Ill.,
was cited with possession of alcohol with intent to resell.
KSP officals, with assistance
from the Cadiz Police Department
and the Trigg County Sheriff's
Office, raided the Amvets Club No.
84 in Rock Castle at 4:11 p.m. It
was reported that 3,261 cans of
beer were confiscated, along with
12 liters of whiskey, 23 partial
liters of assorted liquors, four gallons of wine and $681.92 in cash.
Roy Ball, 60, Cadiz, was cited for
possession of alcohol with intent to
resell, Robertson said.
At 5:43 p.m. at Bardwell in Carlisle County, KSP officials with the
assistance of the Carlisle County
Sheriff's Office raided the home of
Gary Polivick on U.S. 62. Officals
confiscated 117 cans of beer, two
1-ounce bags of marijuana, scales,
assorted pills, $25 in cash and
financial records. Polivick was
cited for possession of alcohol with
intent to resell. Other charges are
pending, according to Robertson.

Hog market
Fedesai-Stalle Hark.* Sews sersiee 41111■11115 17, 1909
hentucity Purchase Ares HOg Market Report In
Owlet.5 Buying Stations ItecelphE At t 0133, Est.
500 Barrows t GUIs .75 LOS lower, Sows under 500
1.00 lower o3er. 500 1.00 higher.
5 1 2 220.260 lbs.
1140.51640.75
I'8 1.2 21/0-2211 lbs.
235.50-40.50
I'8 2-3 2613-260 lbs.
140 00-40.50
130.00-40.00
ES 3.4 360-270 lbs.
Sows
IS 1 2 270360 lbs.
1214.0030.914
$25.00 30.00
ES 1 3000-408 lbs
127.401 20.00
S 1 3 400.5130
131 .50 5450
IS 1 3 500 and up'
150.91)27.00
5 23 300.500 lbs
Boars 123.00 11.00

The Department of Military Science at Murray State University was recently awarded the Commander's Trophy
for overall excellence in general administration and management. This annual award goes to the ROT(' Battalion that displays outstanding expertise in advertising, resource management and cadet management. Murray
State's ROTC Department competes for the award against 21 other colleges and universities located in the
eight-state, Second ROTC Region and has won the trophy three of the four years. Shown receiving the trophy
on behalf of the university is (center, left) Mr. Robert C. Carter, of Hopkinsville, Chairman of the Board of
Regents. Making the presentation is (center, right) LT Jim Vaughan, Chairman of the ROTC Department.
Looking on are all members of the ROTC Department,except Mrs. Faye Wells who was absent for the picture.

Laker Speech Team wins tourney
The Calloway County Speech
Team participated in the Louisville
Srinity Winter Invitational Speech
Tournament this past weekend. Out
of the 29 schools competing
Calloway placed first with 325 pts.
Tates Creek was 2nd with 118 pts.
Franklin Simpson placed 3rd with
106 pts.
Individuals qualifying for the

753 2617

,r

The Murray High speech team
placed first as a team in the Murfreesboro, Riverdale Speech Invitational held Jan. 14. Cannon
County (Tennessee placed second
and Hume Fogg of Nashville placed third.
Students who won individual
honors for the Murray team were
the following: Dawn Greer, first
place in oratory; Laramie Simpson, first in dramatic interpretation; Melanie Julian and David
Vaughan,first in duo acting; Andy
Vaughan, first in humorous interpretation; John Dailey, second in
prose; Karen Mikulcik, second in
poetry; Scott Rose, second in
Lincoln-Douglas debate; David

Gish, third in poetry; Gene Cook,
third in humorous interpretation;
Chris Fortner, third in Lincoln-

Meeting
is planned
An organizational meeting toregister students for open water
and advanced open water scuba
diving classes at Murray State
University is scheduled for Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 6 p.m. in Room 106
of the Carr Health Building.
Classes will meet on Tuesdays
from 6 to 9 p.m. and Saturdays
from 8 a.m. to noon. They will begin
Jan. 31 and run through Feb. 28.
Students are required to provide
their own mask, fins, snorkel and
logbook. All other equipment tanks, regulators, bouyancy compensators and weight belts - will
be provided.
Both classes are sanctioned by
the Professional Association of Diving Instructors PAM ), which is
the largest association representing dive educators in the United
States.
Students may register for one of
these classes at the organizational
meeting. Due to the increasing
popularity of diving, preregistration is encouraged by calling Ross Meloan at 762-6831 or Dale
Bucy at 753-6811.
Additional information may be
obtained by contacting Meloan,
Dale Bucy or Carl Trella in
Mayfield at 247-3538.

n

French Fries & Med. Drink

Bar-B-Q Ribs

46
.

444******444: •

Douglas debate; Jennifer Fairbanks, fourth in prose: and Allison
Ward, fourth in humorous
interpretation.
Daniel Cohen, Jody Borge and

James Chu reached the final
round of competition. The Murray
High team will compete Jan 20
and 21 in the Lexington Catholic
Invitational.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
'Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of
-12.14
2224.64
45% + %
31%B 317/8A
29 -I/8
29% -14
271/4 -%
32/
1
2 unc
30% unc
9B 9/
1
2A
443/4 use •
52/
1
4 -1
/
2
473/4 +1/4
• 87% • V4
..17% unc
533/8 -1/2

10 a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

Friday 4-9 p.m. & Sat. All Day
Plate With Ali the Trimmings or
A Slab to Go for '8"

501/2 -2%
123% -%
/
4
35/
3
4 -1
141/2B 14%A
357/8 + 14
8% unc
/
2
511
/
2 +1
103/
3
4 .34
No Trade
55% -%
/
2
411
/
2 -1
5.23/9 +34.
106% + 11/4
395/8
31/
1
2 -14
8.42

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

After Inventory
Specials
Wallpaper & Borders
Buy Today - Hang Today
Wallpaper
Double Roil

0

$6.$8111

Borders
Per Pk
$4 & $6

All In Stock
Framed
Pictures

Cabaret Collection

Murray
753-004
Chestnut St.
.44444444444444
44444
1
1
44444

$9,900

Coach Larry England will be taking the team to Murray High School
to compete on Jan. 28.

Our Entire
of Made-to-Length Draperies, Sheers, Top
Treatments and Bedspreads are now on sale.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
FM cassette, tilt, cruise. p w
LOADED

Rice 3rd in Humerous Interp.
Shelly Burnett 3rd in Dramatic Interp.; Patrick Orr 2nd in storytelling; Jamie Futrell 1st in storytelling; Shane Black 2nd in broadcasting; April Erkman 3rd, and
Tim Barnes 2nd in L.D. Debate.

20°/

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
1986 Buick Regal, white, AM- -

final round of competition but not
receiving awards were: Lisa
Culver, Loren Wisehart, Misti
Holcomb, Debbie Mott, Stephen
Lovett and Johnny Phillips.
Those placing were: Joy Wyatt
3rd in poetry; Heidi Heiss 3rd in
prose; Tracy Ross 2nd and Jon
Rose 1st in extemp.; Amy Helm 3rd
in persuasive speaking; Scottie

Murray High Speech Team wins

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South

co.t.so a..

1.7. 19s9

Choose from prints,
solids, textures, laces
and much, much more.

SAVE
40%

Off
Marked
Price

Over
75 colors
to choose
from.
Bring your
size in
and get
a pair.

LIMITED TIME OFFER,

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Center

•753-3642

